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Abstract: 

This report is the third and last in the series of OFDM-based access network architecture.  
It covers a wide field of aspects of metro/access and wireless /wireline convergence.  

First, the operator requirements for the convergence of in the past separated network levels 
and heterogeneous services are collected. The F/M access networks convergence model is 
then presented. The networking proposal leverages on the combination of coarse and dense 
wavelength multiplexing for a mobile access network with centralized eNodeBs (LTE) and 
PCM fronthauling interconnections to distributed remote radio heads. The alternative 
opportunities and characteristics of analog Radio-over-fiber interconnection of remote heads 
and centralized baseband and radio stages are investigated and described. 

Challenges arising in long-reach broadband access for the multiple-access report/grant 
process, from the propagation delays of up to 100km fiber links are tackled. Mitigating 
methods are investigated and simulation results are presented for the dedicated long-reach 
situation in addition to medium span results prepared in workpackage four.  

Finalizing on earlier assessment of various options for OFDM/OFDMA based multi-point 
access, the preferred solution is described, an active variant of solution#1 (c.f. D2.2) 

Based on this selection, generic migration paths from GPON-type networks towards 
OFDM/A based long-reach networks are set up and compared against a metric of 
requirements from network operators. The results are underlining the dominance of fully 
shared ODNs (optical distribution networks) in combination with a wavelength-multiplexed 
trunk link. A wavelength plan which enables full coexistence without a need for additional 
blocking filter at legacy subscriber terminations (ONUs) is important.  

For the high-score migration approaches the sequence of involved steps is detailed further 
from the introduction of the next generation, the transition, intermediate backhauling of 
shorter reach technologies up to the final target long-reach topology. 
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1. Management Summary 
During evolution from separated networks for residential access, business connectivity, wireless 
backhauling, remote radio-heads fronthauling, DSL- and GPON- backhauling etc. towards a single 
converged optical metro/access network, it is an essential requirement to take into account the 
diverting needs of these services and their topological organization.  

This report highlights the many aspects of going from a GPON network with a point-to-point backhaul 
link to the edge node to an optically integrated metro-access network carrying all traffic types on the 
respective network layers. 

First, requirements and design targets for the converged ACCORDANCE network are collected. It 
lists boundaries and prerequisites when migrating from GPON-based access into an ACCORDANCE 
network structure. A pre-existing GPON (fiber plant) installation is assumed, so that the current 
consideration operates in a brownfield environment. Brownfield denotes here not only the situation 
regarding any twisted pair networks, but also includes the fiber networks built and operated for 
GPON-type access.  

It is then investigated how wireless access infrastructures can be preferably integrated into a common-
platform network in the course of centralization, making shared use of existing fiber resources 
available in a service area. Two competing transport methods are compared with the [analog] Radio-
over-fiber (RoF) and the Digital-over-fiber (DoF) techniques and their evolvement in live operating 
GPON access networks. For a wireless baseband-centralized architecture, a remote radio head (RRH) 
fronthauling scheme has been laid out and a topology and wavelength plan equivalent to the needs is 
being devised. The requirements from round trip delay limits and distance coverage have been taken 
into account. As a consequence the degree of centralization in wireline and wireless networks is 
different.  

For backlinking of metro cell sites (inter-site distance ISD <100m) and macro cell sites (ISD < = 
500m), a solution for a cost-aware centralized architecture has been found with overlays on passive 
optical networks with a coarse wavelength multiplexing schemes for the metro-cells, often deployed in 
outdoor climate, and for the macro-cells with a DWDM scheme, recognizing the higher data capacity 
demand on the latter sites from the higher number of antennas and sectors. 

Driven by the coexistence requirement, a wavelength plan is developed which allows for the intrinsic 
isolation of multiple signals on a single fiber, without additional specific and distributed blocking filter 
measures. It abandons the 1550nm overlay in favor of next generation fixed access signals and the 
high-capacity macro basestation fronthauling links.  

Networking challenges arising from OFDM/Radio-over-fiber synergy and from long-reach (>20km) 
multiple-access networks are dealt with.  

Furthermore, analog radio-over-fiber overlay constellations are covered. Multiple access schemes for 
the (delay-affected) long-reach MACs (multiple-access control) are analyzed.  

An arbitration scheme for the wavelength control of independent upstream source wavelengths is 
presented which is needed to mitigate optical beat interference (OBI) in non-seeded, intensity 
modulated OFDM/OFDMA upstreams. 

The challenges of migrating a live GPON network into an ACCORDANCE network are analyzed on 
the basis of twelve major migration scenarios, meaning twelve generic approaches with different 
solutions for equipment placement and signal amplification in the metro and access level. Their 
respective capabilities are then rated along a set of weighted criteria.  

It became clear that coexistence, i.e. the capability to operate in parallel with legacy optical access 
systems (GPON, …), as well as the avoidance of ODN- (optical distribution network) level works and 
upgrades are of key importance. DWDM-shared metro feeder with full-ODN sharing (by means of 
WDM) turned out as the high-score scenario. It is represented by the earlier-defined ACCORDANCE 
solution 1a with active signal amplification in the metro ring node (cf. ACCORDANCE D2.2, ch4.2).     

Finally, processes, i.e. the sequence of basic steps, for the preferred migration scenarios are treated in 
more detail for the “DWDM-metro link, shared-full-ODN” scenario with power splitters, for an AWG 
based scenario and for an approach using a separate ODN for the next generation. 
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3. Introduction 

The introduction of ACCORDANCE-type networks, which are characterized in their 
integration of several connectivity types (services), including the legacy ones, and including 
in particular the wireless backhauling/fronthauling infrastructure, will base on then existing 
fiber plants in the FTTH subscriber space as well in the metro feeder space.  

Hence it is a need to consider the migration processes from, on one hand, heterogeneous and 
separated networks into a converged infrastructure, as well as the transition of TDM/TDMA 
PON networks into OFDM based FTTH networks.  

As the clean slate approach will not be given in the majority of service areas at the time 
ACCORDANCE is going to enter the networks, a migration plan for smooth FTTH subscriber 
migration is a must to keep costs in this service segment low.  
To protect investments and ensure service continuity, migration will entail the concurrent 
operation of legacy optical systems and ACCORDANCE networks.  

Further to that, the wireless services’ signals are to be conveyed efficiently and with a 
minimum number of intermediate conversions through the network. 

This report is to show the processes needed for network transformation, identify critical fields 
and describe the possibly needed intermediate steps to arrive eventually at the pure 
ACCORDANCE network.  

This document is organized along the following line. First, requirements and side conditions 
for converging and migrating typical telecommunication networks are collected. Then 
optional solutions for the integration of radio signal transport for the wireless access are 
discussed. Networking constraints from required amplification in long-reach networks and 
solutions to the inevitable fiber propagation delays in metro/access converged networks 
regarding multiple access control are addressed.  

The crucial question of how to migrate GPON-type networks into ACCORDANCE-type 
converged networks is then intensively discussed on the basis of a set of generic migration 
scenarios which has been set-up and then is rated against a operator-driven metric. For the 
superior solutions the distinct migration steps are described in more detail. 
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4. Access Networks Convergence 

Convergence in access networks strives to combine all there existing service types and 
transmission resources into an easier to operate unified platform with preference of higher 
multiplexing rates. Concurrently, it is also an aim to increase the area being covered by a 
network center and to reduce the number and the variety of different existing intermediate 
electrical and optical interfaces. Figure 1 illustrates the convergence of metro and access 
network levels by elimination of intermediate processing steps. 
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Figure 1. Metro/Access Convergence 

This leads to a lower number of network installations and lower overall energy consumption, 
besides a higher reliability due to the centralization of complex equipment. There is an 
obvious need to achieve high multiplexing factors for the prolonged transmission distances. 
Long reach capability is enabled by low kilometric fiber attenuation and allows to reach 
distant service areas. The high multiplexing factor however decreases the flexibility to serve 
each geographic location with an individually tailored bitrate and signal type (matching 
respective media types) without overhead losses.  

Introducing a fiber network in the higher levels of an access network may be quite attractive 
or even unavoidable in face of ever rising aggregated bitrate. In the lower levels (distribution, 
drop, inhouse) changing an existing (legacy) infrastructure is tied to significant investments 
and poses a hurdle. This is why ACCORDANCE investigates to include the copper legacy 
infrastructures and to enable coexistence on a fiber-optic network built for GPON.  
The combination of multiple services and even operators on a converged network is in 
support of creating such networks for long-term cost reduction. 

Designing the transition to an ACCORDANCE network has two primary dimensions. First, 
existing installations have to be respected and opportunities to reduce their complexity and 
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power consumption have to be checked. Constraints exist from the attached media which are 
of short reach in the case of copper twisted pair and also even GPON, when compared with 
the capabilities of new fiber-based transport platforms. Interconnecting new and legacy media 
may introduce more complexity rather than reducing it. 

Second, the advantages of continued centralization (metro/access convergence) are to be 
addressed and compared against more distributed approaches. Unlimited centralization is not 
always preferable, as it makes the subscriber terminals increasingly costly, resulting from 
long-reach capabilities. On point-to-multi-point media, as are the addressed PONs, the 
organization of collision-free multiple access grows increasingly difficult, in particular in 
presence of propagation delays. The increase in risk group sizes and the resulting protection 
effort may saturate the benefits from centralization.  

Finally it is a question how to best organize network convergence regarding services 
aggregation with the target of efficient transmission resources usage while nevertheless 
retaining simple multiplexing and demultiplexing techniques.  

To find the most suited multiplexing techniques for the combined ODN (optical distribution 
network) and OTL (optical trunk level) network levels is an objective of FSAN Forum vis-à-
vis the ever rising subscriber bitrates and increased feeder distances of a consolidated network 
(Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. FSAN road map 
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5. Flexibility Needs  

5.1. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, the design and implementation of next generation network technologies are one of 
the most important issues that operators companies are facing.  

The need to introduce intelligent and bandwidth demanding services and the continuous users 
increase make necessary and unavoidable a network evolution, reinvent and structure revenue 
to deliver enhanced user experiences giving as result a new level of scalability and flexibility. 

This section discusses the flexibility needs required by an operator company to deploy a new 
technology reusing the existing network deployment and ensure the flexibility of easy 
migration to next generation demand. 

The ACCORDANCE OFDMA solution should be able to maintain the compatibility with the 
outside plan, maintaining several of the advantages of the previous architectures, adding some 
interesting advantages like more splitting ratio, greater reach distances, fixed and mobile 
networks convergence, scalability features, coexistence with OTDR supervision, power 
saving considerations, low ONTs cost, compatible with optical power splitters or wavelength 
splitters, compatibility with the existing technologies like GPON/10GPON and RF video 
distribution.  

Assuming the following needs, ACCORDANCE OFDMA solution can be deployed as 
reliable network architecture and can be a clear competitor to existing technologies. 

5.2. MOBILE RADIO REQUIREMENTS 

This chapter summarizes the requirements and needs the ACCORDANCE OFDMA solution 
has to meet to be future-proof.  
The need for capacity in wireless networks grows exponentially. This demand is met via 
various approaches: 

• network densification via adding sites, e.g. adding small cells in hot-spot regions 

• per-site capacity increase, e.g. by adding antenna elements 

• improved network operation schemes (e.g. inter-site cooperation) 

• renewing the wireless technology (e.g. 3G to 4G) 

Naturally, the ACCORDANCE network must be able to follow these developments.  

The former two (and the fourth one) are simply adding load on the PON. Thus, the 
ACCORDANCE network must be easily extendible to that respect.  
The third approach is inherently supported by the point-to-multipoint structure the 
ACCORDANCE network is based on. Schemes relying on inter-site cooperation can 
significantly profit therefrom. To support the introduction of such schemes the design of the 
central office has to be flexible with respect to occurring changes of cooperation clusters (i.e. 
new cells have to be easily added to existing cooperation clusters) and cooperation schemes. 
By introducing a common MAC processor feeding the various baseband chains helps to 
guarantee this.  
Finally, it is preferable to apply technologies which easily can be migrated to new evolutions 
of radio standards. The optimal solution in terms of investment costs would be, if a simple 
software update could renew the applied radio standard. However, in this case the use of 
dedicated hardware would be impossible. Wireless functionalities would have to be 
performed on general purpose architectures. However, the processing capabilities today’s 
general purpose architectures can provide are by far too limited to support wireless 
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processing. This may change with future evolutions, however, a hybrid approach might still 
be necessary (i.e. partly dedicated hardware for particular algorithms, such as FEC decoding, 
supported by general purpose processors). 

As outlined in D5.3 [ 9], the transport of wireless signals via the ACCORDANCE network 
must be highly prioritized. All options presented here have to some extend centralized 
baseband functionalities. So, once the central office has finished processing the output data 
has to be transported to the respective recipient virtually instantaneously, as the instant of time 
this data is to be radiated by the antennas is already fixed at that stage and thus this data has to 
be available at the site in time. 

The requirements the system has to keep with respect to latency have been extensively 
assessed in workpackage 5. In a nutshell: Processing (both wireless baseband and optical 
signal generation/detection) plus round-trip delay on the fiber must not exceed 3 ms to be able 
to meet the timing of the synchronous HARQ processes in uplink.  

In D5.3 we have calculated representative rate requirements on the PON for two reference 
systems (uplink and downlink): 

Table 1: Peak fronthauling rates (UL) [Mbps] 

 10% load 30% load 50% load 100% load 

Rb 19.6 54.7 91.2 165.9 

Rd 31.1 87.6 146.0 265.4 

Re 470.4 

Rf 2457.6 

Table 2: Peak fronthauling rates (DL) [Mbps] 

 10% load 30% load 50% load 100% load 

Rb 4.5 12.3 20.6 37.7 

Re 470.4 

Rf 2457.6 

The base station has been equipped with 4 antennas, transmission bandwidth was 10 MHz 
(reminder: b: soft-bit fronthauling, d: burst fronthauling, e: frame fronthauling, f: CPRI 
fronthauling). The load factor refers to the number of resources actually used for data 
transmission on the wireless link. As long as fronthauling is per user (Rb and Rd, i.e. soft-bit 
fronthauling and burst fronthauling) the required rate scales with the load (however, not 
proportionally as parts of the overhead does not depend on the load). 

Naturally, the system should have means to support legacy systems (GSM, UMTS …). 

As the region a single central office can support is limited, we will have cell borders which do 
not share the central office. To be able to still have cooperation between the respective cells 
we need some means of communication between central offices serving adjacent regions. 
Naturally, cooperation cannot be on the same scale as with cells sharing the central office. A 
smart approach would be to allocate continuous regions to the central offices and place the 
borders in under occupied areas.  

With introducing central entities into the wireless end-to-end network a single point of failure 
may cause tremendous service breakdowns. Naturally, this has to be avoided. Thus, failure 
protection, e.g. by doubling, must be taken very serious. In D5.1 [ 7] this has been covered 
extensively. 
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5.3. REACH  

Physical reach is the maximum physical distance between the ONU/ONT typically located in 
the customers’ home, in a cabinet in a street, inside a building, etc (depending on the FTTx 
alternative used) and the OLT, that is typically installed in a operator’s central office. Two 
options should be considered: passive and active solutions.  

The continuous search for new technologies that are able to achieve greater reach distances is 
due to the necessity to reach longer distance from a single central office, in this way, higher 
number of user under the same PON can be covered from a single central office giving as 
result the reduce of existing central offices. Thus, central offices cut will reduce OPEX cost. 

For the passive solution the range of the maximum physical reach distance in which an 
operator could be interested in is from 30 to 60 km, but in a real network deployment the 
working path is expected in range of 20 to 40 km, although it depends on the density of the 
deployment area, for example, a dense urban area will require a lower maximum reach 
distance, typically the working path is 10 to 20 km. Must be considered that the physical 
reach distance is limited by the working path, which is the distance to the nearest central 
office.  

For the passive solution with protection path the physical reach is limited by the maximum 
distance of the working path, which should cover a range around 40 km as will be explained 
in section 5.7.  

For the active solution the maximum physical reach distance is from 60 km up to 100 km. The 
active solution should be an extension of the passive solution, this means that the additional 
elements used provide this long reach should be added to the passive solution, and not 
constitute a separate and independent solution. For the active solution with protection path the 
maximum distance of the working path should cover a range similar as without protection 
which means a range from 60 km to 100 km. 

Aside from maximum distance reach, most importantly is to dispose a wide optical power 
budget to extend the reach of the network and allows introduce other elements to improve the 
operation and maintenance of the network.  

Can be concluded that trade-off between distance, density of the deployment area and optical 
power budget should exist. 

5.4. SPLIT AND CAPACITY 

Generally, the larger the split ratio is, more attractive it is for operators. However, a larger 
split ratio implies greater optical splitting with high optical power losses which creates the 
need for an increased power budget to support an attractive physical reach. 

Split ratios of up to 1:64 are realistic for the physical layer in todays technologies and typical 
for current GPON deployments. However, for the next-generation access solution split ratios 
in the range from 1:128 up to 1:1024 are expected in order to reduce the feeder fiber cost.  

In todays networks, the most common network adapter used in corporate and residential users 
should be 1GbE interface. The expected bandwidth capacity depends on the type of users: 
residential, small and medium enterprises (SME), corporate and backhaul.  

For residential users, many services are offered through high speed Internet access as high 
definition TV, video on demand over IP streams, voice over IP. The peak data rate estimated 
is ≥ 1 Gbit/s. For SME, corporate and backhaul the peak data rate expected is ≥ 10 Gbit/s. 
Also, has to be considered residential scenarios where the data traffic can be asymmetrical but 
is expected that the data rate will become more symmetrical over the time therefore a ratio of 
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2:1 (DS/US) will be needed. Also, depending of the company different downstream and 
upstream speeds will be used.  

For mobile broadband users, where high demand of online services is constantly growing, an 
estimated total bit rate of 450 Mbps for downlink and 150 Mbps for uplink are expected. The 
total bit capacity per base station will be similar to residential users, for business 
environments can go up to 2.5 Gbps or even 10 Gbps interfaces with 10GbE interfaces and 
1GbE interfaces for the client side. 

From the operation point of view, OFDM-PONs are expected to be next generation of FTTH 
networks, offering 40 Gbps in 8 wavelengths giving a total of 320 Gbps and support longer 
reach from 60 km to 100 km.   

5.5. NETWORK CONSOLIDATION DEGREE 

Consolidation of different types of network into a high-performance network simplifies the 
infrastructure and reduces cost by reducing the number of central offices, equipment, network 
adapters, switches and cables and thus decreasing power and maintenance cost. 

Long reach access solutions like OFDMA allow the consolidation of the remote zones into 
fewer centrals, which translates into fibers more grouped and lesser effects of the modularity 
in the equipment of the central offices. 

The consolidation degree has a strong dependence in the network coverage.  

As discussed in D2.3 report “Benefits and feasibility” we can think in three possible levels of 
CO consolidation considered in the following figure: 

2nd CONSOLIDATION
(circular consolidation)

3rd CONSOLIDATION
(between-ringsconsolidation)

1st CONSOLIDATION
(radial consolidation)

 
Figure 3. Graphical examples (blue thick arrows) of the different types of CO 

consolidation 

• Radial consolidation, tries to consolidate all the COs that are in a remote ring into the 
central zone as shown in the first figure of Figure 3. Whenever the distance to the outer 
edge of a remote zone is within the range provided by the solution, the whole ring will be 
served from the CO located in the central kernel. 

• Circular consolidation can be implemented on those rings that have not been consolidated 
into the central zone but whose COs can be consolidated from a CO located in a kernel of 
the same ring, as shown in the middle figure of Figure 3. 

• Between-rings consolidation can also be performed if from a remaining CO located in a 
remote ring several kernels of an outer ring can be served as shown in the right figure of 
Figure 3. 

The network consolidation degree of the ACCORDANCE solution basically depends on the 
geographical distribution of the area where will be deployed the new technology.  
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5.6. PROTECTION FLEXIBILITY  

Under the ACCORDANCE architecture scope some different kind of protection should be 
provided depending on the number of users and the network topology. 

Long reach access network would be enable concentrate in one single FTTH access centre 
dozens of thousands of users, it is therefore necessary to establish redundancy mechanisms 
and consider different alternatives that enable the continuation of the service in view of 
failures both local to the access central and overall failures. 

With the aim of developing a redundant system we must take into consideration the possible 
failures that may occur during the system's operation. We can classify the possible failures in 
two types: failures in the optical fiber and failures in the system's devices.  

In an optical fiber cable failure, a problem in a channel could leave thousands of users without 
service; on the other hand, a failure in an OLT or in a frame could also leave without service 
several hundreds of them.  

The main redundancy alternatives considered are:  

• Redundancy in the fiber 

The most basic redundancy alternative consist of providing two independent fibers up to the 
ONU/ONT and providing a terminal device with two fiber inputs able to change between 
them if any error situation is detected. These two fibers can be assigned to the same OLT, or 
to different OLT in the same of in different central offices depending on the desired protection 
degree. 

• Redundancy in the central office 

The redundancy in the central office consists in configuring the system so that each access 
equipment has a redundant reserve component in order to ensure the continuity of the service, 
as shown in the following figure, which shows how each OLT in operation has a backup 
OLT. 

 

 

Figure 4. Redundancy in the central office 
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For the implementation of this redundancy an optical switch is required as shown on the 
figure, that enables the optical switching of two inputs with one output, that is, that in the case 
that the main signal suffers a failure, the optical switch will be in charge of connecting the 
secondary signal to the output port in order to guarantee the continuity of the service 
provided. Therefore, if a port of an OLT stops operating, the optical switch will detect the 
lack of signal and will switch to the backup OLT signal.  

The optical switch must combine high reliability, low losses and an excellent isolation from 
the signals, also enabling the remote management of its ports. 

This redundancy is very robust and reliable although its high implementation cost is its major 
disadvantage as the cost of the equipment in the centre doubles. The most economical 
alternative to this 1+1 redundancy  in central office, may be to consider a N+M redundancy, 
where N  active OLTs have M backup OLTs to ensure the operation of the service in the case 
it fails, where the number of OLT backups will always be lower than the number of active 
OLTs (M <N), as shown in the following figure. 

 

Figure 5. NxM redundancy 

• Duct redundancy 

The duct redundancy is another backup method that would enable the continuity of the service 
in view of a failure in the fibre links or in view of a general failure of a FTTH access central 
office.  

As we can see in the following figure, a remote node is required in the channeling redundancy 
with the characteristic 2xN, that is, with two inputs and one division factor N. This type of 
passive device with these characteristics enables connecting two different central offices 
(CO), so that each CO will have the OLTs it requires to give service to its coverage area and 
backup OLT of other adjacent CO, in this way guaranteeing the service to all users in view of 
a failure in the supply network fibre (from the centre up to the first division level on external 
plant) or of an entire central office. 
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Figure 6. Duct redundancy I 

Another way of viewing this alternative is shown in the following figure which represents the 
coverage area of different access centers, the main coverage area of the COo being the central 
brown hexagon and the backup coverage being the adjacent six triangles united by the blue 
line. In this way every first level of splitting on external plant would be connected to its two 
nearest centers. 

 

Figure 7. Duct redundancy II 

For example, in the case of a failure in the coverage area represented by the red circle, 
corresponding to the main coverage area of the CO1 centre, the backup OLTs located in COo 
would backup the users affected in this area. 

As mentioned in section 5.3, the physical reach distance of the protection path is limited by 
the maximum distance of the working path, as shown in the previous figure, see the black line 
with an R aside, therefore, if our solution has a maximum reach distance of 40 km, the 
protection path will be limited by this distance.  

For the ACCORDANCE architecture must ensure that a single failure does not interrupt 
certain number of users. The protection should be offered depending on the type of end users, 
for example for residential users a 1:1 protection is not required while for SME, corporate and 
backhaul protection service should be mandatory.  
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5.7. SCALABILITY 

Scalability is a flexibility need required to handle performance improvement after adding 
hardware, proportionally to the capacity needed.  

The ACCORDANCE solution with power splitters should be able to grow in the same way as 
required by customer demand and in the same way maintaining many of the advantages of the 
previous capacity and incorporating more benefits and maintaining compatibility with the 
preceding technologies such as GPON/10GPON and the distribution of video on RF. 

5.8. POWER BUDGETS 

To determine the maximum range of the optical transmission path is required the balance of 
optical power in the link. 

ACCORDANCE network architecture shall be capable of offering an extended power budget 
for downstream and upstream, bearing in mind the continued bandwidth demand and 
considering in the near future a possible ONT replacement to get more receiver sensitivity and 
extend the reach of the technology.  

Current PON deployments are typically based on Class B+ specifications. To support these 
networks power budgets of at least 30 dB is required assuming the NGA system is able to 
coexist with the G/XG-PON system. In order to fulfill the ACCORDANCE target of node 
consolidation extra power budget should be required.  

5.9. COEXISTENCE WITH GPON/10-GPON/NG-PON 

The flexibility to co-exist with G/EPON and NGPON systems provides an easy migration 
from any previous PON technology to ACCORDANCE technology.  

If coexistence is not considered when the new technology is deployed operators should 
interrupt service provided in order to install the entire new equipment infrastructure.  

The coexistence of two different PON generations, as shown in the following figure, must 
allow an easy migration of new PON connections without service disconnection. For 
maximum flexibility, the new technology should allow co-existence with all the previous 
PON generations but cost consideration should be studied. 

 
Figure 8. Co-existence between two different PON generations. 

To enable an easy coexistence, ACCORDANCE solution should be capable of reusing optical 
power splitters and operate in available spectrum not used by previous PON generations.  
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Two coexistence solutions can be considered, full ODN coexistence, as shown in previous 
figure, and sharing feeder fiber only, shown in the following figure. There the feeder fiber is 
shared, but as a disadvantage, the remaining ODN uses multiple splitter stages. In all types of 
migrations it should not be necessary to install appropriate filters in the legacy ONUs to avoid 
interference between coexistences technologies. 

 

Figure 9. Co-existence feeder only 

This section has briefly discussed coexistence needs where the ACCORDANCE solution has 
to coexist with at least GPON or NG-PON on the same ODN. In chapter 9, a deeper view of 
migration scenarios and coexistence will be discussed. 

5.10. COEXISTENCE WITH RF-OVERLAY 

The diffusion of RF video in third window may suppose a competitive advantage with the 
operator with regard to IPTV solutions, as the user equipment (TV decoder) and its 
maintenance would no longer be of the operator's responsibility, with the subsequent OPEX 
save.  

From the operator point of view it is important to consider the coexistence between 
ACCORDANCE architecture network and RF overlay. Nevertheless, several considerations 
of a physical layer must be taken into account that could affect the RF video signal. 

• Operational band 

Video diffusion band of the GPON systems is established in 1550-1560nm by 
Recommendation G.984.5. The video diffusion signal may occupy around 1nm, for which it 
should be possible to reserve a part of the wavelengths plan of the ACCORDANCE 
wavelength plan for this specific signal; it would therefore be necessary to use demultiplexer 
filters in the ONTs to separate this video signal from the data transmission signals, which 
slightly modifies the power balance.  

• Non-linear effects 

The transmission of a high power signal (greater than +6dBm) such as the RF video diffusion 
signal in 1550nm, may cause the appearance of a non-linear interaction due to the effect of the 
Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS) with band L, which could degrade the quality of the 
transmission of signals and make the system unviable. The noise due to the effect of the 
carrier intermodulation Four Wave Mixing (FWM) could be another additional limitation in 
the scope of the number of channels or users of the LRPA system. 

In order to achieve a competitive and attractive solution, RF-overlay (CATV) should be 
supported by the ACCORDANCE solution.  
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5.11. COEXISTENCE WITH OTDR SUPERVISION 

From the operator point of view a flexibility need that should be considered is the coexistence 
between ACCORDANCE architecture network and OTDR supervision where the supervision 
wavelength range from 1625 – 1650 nm must be supported. 

Monitoring new optical access networks is a key to profitable investment by reducing 
operation costs, administration and maintenance (OAM) and reduces OPEX expenses. Now 
days, the supervision of optical networks in metropolitan and transport segments, as in access 
segment is carried out mainly by higher protocol layers. The bit error rate (BER), frame 
errors, loss of synchronization, forward-error correction (FEC) system loads and TCP are the 
primary methods commonly used to assess the quality of the transmission. When the limits 
for these parameters are exceeded, alarms generated in the network are directed to (OAM) 
technicians to solve network incidences.  

The main problem with this approach is that it does not allow obtaining a direct vision of 
problem cause in the physical layer. Further, in case of a defect PHY layer, may the protocols 
implemented to evaluate the performance at the physical layer not be usable due to an 
interruption. To overcome these limitations it is necessary to use measuring equipment 
different from user equipment or data center equipment, which is capable of autonomously 
monitoring the physical condition of the optical fiber network. 

Network architecture based on AWG with tunable OTDR is one possible solution to detect 
individual failures in all branches. Commercial systems, although they are not standardized at 
present, but admit in the short term a division factor of 1:32 with two levels of splitting in 
cascade. In medium term they could match the splitting factor of current GPON 1:64. 

For the ACCORDANCE solution must be a benefit to coexist with an OTDR supervision 
technique looking forward the future network deployments and saving cost.    

5.12. OPERATOR COEXISTENCE AND UNBUNDLING (WAVELENGTH UNBUNDLING)  

Unbundling is the regulatory process of allowing multiple telecommunications operators to 
use connections from the incumbent operator central office (operator which has its own 
infrastructure) to the customer's premises. 

The methods that can be used for sharing the same fibre in the case of obligation of regulatory 
remedies to an SMP (Significant Market Power) undertaking, there is a well-known 
assemblage of wholesale regulated access products for legacy and NGA networks that ought 
be imposed in synchronized way in the affiliate states, taking also into account the scrupulous 
circumstances on each branch state when mandating the specific access obligations for the 
SMP operator.  

The Commission Recommendation of December 2007 on relevant markets defines several 
retail and wholesale markets: 

ACCORDANCE scopes are under: 

Market 4.  
Wholesale (physical) network infrastructure access (including shared or fully unbundled 
access) at a fixed location. 

Market 5.  
Wholesale broadband access. This market comprises non-physical or virtual network access 
including ‘bit-stream’ access at a fixed location. This market is situated downstream from the 
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physical access covered by market 4 listed above, in that wholesale broadband access can be 
constructed using this input combined with other elements. 

National Regulatory Authorities (NRAs) must follow a three-step process for regulating these 
markets: 

Step 1: Market Definition Step 2: Market Analysis Step 3: Market Remedies 

Market 4: 
Wholesale (Physical) 
network infrastructure access 
at a fixed location (including 
shared or fully unbundled 
access). 

Market 4: 
Always dominated by the 
former incumbent operator in 
a copper context. Cable is 
excluded from the market. 

Market 4: 
Grant access to the physical 
path of the network. If it is 
not technically or 
economically feasible other 
remedies are permitted. 

The BEREC (Body of European Regulators for Electronic Communications) analyzed in 
depth the relevant wholesale merchandise (both access and backhaul) in a NGA context and 
some access products consist of MDF/ODF unbundling, bitstream, cabinet unbundling, etc. 

Accessing the physical fibre can be done through ODF unbundling only in case P-t-P (Point-
to-Point) technology. In case of a Point-to-Multipoint solution is deployed by the incumbent 
operator (an operator which has its own infrastructure), the fibre loop can only be physical 
unbundled at the concentration point (where the last splitter is placed), because only the last 
segment towards the end user consists of a dedicated "point to point" fibre. ODF unbundling 
in a Point-to-Multipoint network would only be possible with wavelength unbundling. 

In any Point-to-Multipoint scenario the only possible way to perform a wavelength 
unbundling is through the ODF, usually located in the local central office. 

In WDM-PON solution, the end user is accessed by using a different wavelength for each one, 
and multiplexing the information onto that wavelength, hence the information isn’t shared by 
other users. These types of PON architecture can be unbundled by giving the possibility to 
others operators access the wanted wavelength at the ODF on a user by user basis.  

This kind of unbundling allows operators to perform a virtual unbundling in contrast of 
physical unbundling, therefore, reduces cost savings for all operators due to the reuse of the 
same ODN between several operators companies and the possibility of eliminating 
unnecessary central offices.  

Nowadays, the important issue is to allocate wavelengths to individual end-users. In deployed 
networks it is performed through optical transponders that receive and transmit the optical 
signal at the ODF.  

There are different kinds of transponders as fixed laser, tunable laser and colorless 
wavelength locking laser.  

The following figure shows a wavelength unbundling scenario, where Operator (OP) clouds 
represent the specific wavelength at suitable pass point to incumbent network. The desired 
wavelengths reach the incumbent network and are routed to the remote node in the network. 

The fiber pair is terminated at each customer premises on Operator equipment which filters 
the appropriate wavelength.   
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Figure 10. Wavelength unbundling scenario 

There are two possible types of unbundling at the ODF: 

• Connection to a wavelength provider through “grey optics” 

• Connection through physical unbundling of transponder 

Connection to a wavelength provider through “gray optics” 

Under this option, the connection system is owned by the incumbent operator. Alternative 
operators that want to gain access to a specific customer could connect to the customer side of 
the associated transponder through an ODF, as shown in the figure, where the ODF is 
between the incumbent operator and alterative operator. 

 
Figure 11. Connection to a wavelength provider through grey optics 

The main advantage of this option is the use of standard grey optics wavelength of 1310 nm 
before the transponders. Then the incumbent operator generates a new signal with different 
wavelength that reach end users. In addition, bit-rate and protocol-independent transponders, 
allow that alternative operators can deliver their own protocol and bit rates to their customers.  
The difficulty of applying this alternative to the ACCORDANCE project is that carriers of 
each sub-channel are spread all over the usable frequency for best frequency diversity; 
meaning that carriers aren’t send at the same wavelength, therefore, the OFDM transponders 
can’t be controlled. From the “other operators” point of view, this option could be the best 
due to only data/information is provided to the incumbent operator to be sent to the 
customers. 
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Connection through physical unbundling of transponder 

This option differs from the previous one in that the alternative operator owns the 
transponders of different wavelengths.  Such a more independent infrastructure is created and 
it permits the alternative operator to upgrade the transponders to their own capabilities as 
shown in the following figure: 

 
Figure 12. Connection through physical unbundling of transponder 

The disadvantage of this option is that the incumbent provider does not have control of the 
wavelengths allocation that can produce a malfunction in the WDM system. 

Like the previous alternative, this alternative has the same difficulties due to the carrier 
distribution and from the “other operator” point of view represents additional cost to have the 
transponders in their central office. Anyway, OFDM transponders can not be controlled to 
cooperate in this manner since tight frequency precision is mandatory for OFDMA. 

Enhanced bitstream alternative 

The bit stream access is another unbundling option which consists of an access link to the end 
user premises (over fibre) and the transmission service (e.g. Ethernet) to a defined access 
point. 
This option allows different operators to differentiate in their services using their own IP 
network and it enables competitive operators to control their network and use their own 
parameter policies. 
For fibre based networks there is a fibre link from the CPE (i.e. ONT/ONU) to the optical line 
termination equipment (OLT) located in the ODF of the central office. The alternative 
operator should be able to access the SMP-operator's network at the OLT level. 
The bitstream alternative is providing access at Layer 2 (Ethernet) or Layer 3 (IP). For a better 
coexistence of alternative operators and network flexibility, a lower layer access is necessary. 
A higher layer network access with more functionality becomes less flexible. 
One of the Layer 2 Ethernet forms to be mentioned is called Active Line Access. In the case 
of Layer 2 access, the advantages consist in the ability to control customers’ services and 
speed, flexible allocation of VLANs, security in traffic streams, support of different QoS 
levels and parameters, and also support of multicast functionality, allowing to deliver 
broadcast and triple-play services. 
The regulation depends on the role of the SMP-operator; this means that if the SMP-operator 
does not leave too many opportunities to the alternative operators to extend their products, the 
NRA (National Regulatory Authorities) can interfere to impose a different configuration at 
the wholesale level, specifying new standards and functionalities. 
This alternative could be the easiest to implement from the incumbent and alternative operator 
point of view but not the favourite one, due to some information such as MAC and IP should 
be shared between operators. 
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5.13. AWGS VS. POWER SPLITTING CAPACITY 

The ACCORDANCE network solution should have an ODN deployment with the capacity to 
coexist with previous PON generations.  

There are two ODN deployment possibilities: one based on power splitters and the second is 
based in wavelength splitting (AWG). 

For those based on optical power splitters, introduced insertion loss is proportional to the 
number of output ports, i.e. a splitter of 32 outputs has a typical attenuation of 16 dB, and if 
the optical signal is split into more output ports more insertion losses will be added.  

Power splitters’ advantages are the high flexibility for migration from previous PON 
generations to the new architecture technology.  

Those based on AWG have the advantage that this element inserts a fixed attenuation 
regardless of the number of users: an AWG of 32 wavelengths has a typical attenuation of 
5 dB and, in this way, could be a good alternative for high split ratios scenarios. 

AWGs also ensure that each ONU receives only part of the total spectrum.  

The physical size of AWGs can create space difficulties; its size can be considered twice the 
splitter size.  

5.14. SPECTRUM FLEXIBILITY 

Spectrum flexibility needs should provide the possibility to make different wavelengths or 
wavelength bands accessible to ONUs, in order to support different services to a random mix 
of ONUs.  

Also, the ability to use different spectrum depending on co-existence scenarios should be 
offered.  

5.15. POWER SAVING 

Reduction of power consumption in telecommunication technologies is of concern to operator 
companies due to the global initiatives in the reduction of climate change and OPEX 
reduction costs. 

By including low power modes, notable improvements in power efficiency can be achieved 
by reducing the power needed to transmit, reduction of switching sites, and relaxed cooling 
condition.  

Some power saving needs that should be considered into the ONU or ONT functionalities is 
to enter in sleep mode based on status indicators, such as traffic flow activity, upper layer 
activity control messages, OLT traffic or external connected device indicators. 

The main goal is to provide power saving during normal network operation without affecting 
quality of the service.  
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6. Wireline/ Wireless Network Convergence  

6.1. WIRELESS NETWORKING SCENARIOS 

The installation of a wireless network following the principles developed in ACCORDANCE 
is depending on the use case: 

1. urban scenario with high user density 
2. rural scenario with low user density 

Urban regions are characterised by a high user density. Thus, to provide wireless services 
with high quality of experience a high capacity per area is required. As indicated in an 
earlier chapter various approaches do exist to achieve this (network densification, per 
site capacity increase, improved inter-cell cooperation schemes and the move to new 
improved radio evolutions). All those approaches call for the more centralised 
variants: 

• The higher the grade of centralisation, the less complex and the more cheap site 
equipment gets making network densification affordable (both in terms of investment 
costs and in terms of operational cost e.g. due to maintenance). In addition, site over 
provisioning becomes affordable (i.e. the single cells become under-loaded most of the 
time) easing the scheduling processes. 

• Through the global view centralisation provides, the implementation of improved 
inter-cell cooperation schemes is simpler and the per-site capacity can easily be 
increased. In addition, through the small cell dimensions the probability that a cell 
edge crosses a region with high user density is rather high, making the use of inter-cell 
cooperation schemes a must.  

• Migrating a single point (the central office) to a new evolution of a radio standard is 
more simple then migrating many sites.  

• Through the rather small cell dimensions the overall region a single central office can 
serve is comparable low. Thus, the fibre-links tend to be comparably low increasing 
latency only insignificantly (which is a precondition in case of centralised processing).  

Rural regions are characterised by a low user density. Thus, to provide wireless services a 
comparably lower capacity per area is sufficient. Conversely to the dense urban setting, a 
more decentralised setting is to be preferred (e.g. IP backhauling): 

• Cell density is typically much lower mitigating the need for cheap nodes.  

• Cell borders can be placed in rather unoccupied regions through smart network 
planning reducing the need for inter-site cooperation. 

• Through the low cell density the coverage area of a single central office is rather big 
leading to rather long fibre links opening the door for latency issues.  

In urban settings existing sites already applying LTE (in a decentralised manner) should be 
renewed to have a homogeneous setting (naturally, only the ones owned by the service 
provider migrating to a network applying the principles of ACCORDANCE and if these sites 
apply the same transmission frequencies as the new ones which will be served by the 
ACCORDANCE network being installed. Otherwise coexistence is no problem). Keeping this 
sites and applying IP backhauling via the ACCORDANCE network might be an option, 
either, however, possibly impairing cooperation schemes. Sites applying legacy systems 
(GSM, UMTS) can easily be connected to the ACCORDANCE network and keep traditional 
backhauling. 
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6.2. PRE-REQUISITES AND APPROACH 
The integration of wireline metro and access networks with increasingly deployed fiber-based 
backhauling networks for wireless base stations is more and more considered attractive to 
adapt backhauling capacities to the ever rising air-interface capacities. Sharing of optical 
access networks deployed for business and residential access, not only among operators but 
also among different services, is one means to make fiber deployment economically viable 
and to enable high backhauling capacities needed for future wireless access. 

Centralized approaches are deploying at the antenna sites only minimal processing and are 
moving intensive processing tasks into centralized locations or into a processing cloud to 
improve resource usage in a dynamic network load environment. The high demand for 
wireless data traffic is asking for reduced inter-site distances (following the small cells 
concept). It causes a rising need for wireline backhauling because radio relay spectrum is 
limited. 

Innovative wireless network evolution concepts, like Lightradio and small Cubes, are 
demanding for even higher transmission rates between radio antenna sites and aggregated 
processing sites. 

The centralization of processing resources results in a higher amount of information to be 
exchanged in the interconnection layer (cf. Figure 13, vertical links and vertical ring links) 
than would equal the payload of the contained data signals. For example, a CPRI back-
connection of remote radio heads with 20 MHz radio frequency channel widths entails data 
rates of 1Gbps per transmit or receive chain, which is well above the payload information 
rate. Reason for that is that the signal waveform has to be conveyed, too. The back-connection 
of simple antenna units to the eNodeB blocks is called fronthauling. E-NodeB’s back 
connection to the serving gateway (S-GW) and further to the mobility management entity 
(MME) is called back-hauling. 

Based on the passive-optical-network structures that are dominating today’s fiber 
deployments in the access area, the inclusion of the interconnection links used in mobile 
access networks on this infrastructure are considered. 
The network model takes into account femto-cells, metro cells and macro cells. For the 
former one, usage levels underlay a significant variation over time and geographical 
distribution has a similar scattering as e.g. in residential access. Metro cells are situated in a 
more condensed pattern and macro cells are assumed for the purpose of this consideration to a 
high extent in a regular structure and a lower number per area than metro cell (density).  

For a centralized processing approach in combination with the envisaged LTE radio 
generation, as targeted in ACCORDANCE, interconnection links to remote radio heads 
(RRH) are in the range of 1…10 Gbps for a single…multiple 20 MHz radio chain(s). In 
particular these RRH links are carrying constant bitrate streams, or multiplexes thereof, with 
their stringent timing requirements to conserve synchronicity among radio network elements. 

Traffic types, distances and distribution of radio access network installations are depicted in 
Figure 13 for the coverage of the typical ACCORDANCE topology (urban setting).  

The fronthauling for metro and macro stations is assumed here to be operating with CPRI-
type [ 1] time-division-multiplex (TDM-) links. Gradual variations in the cutting level inside 
the eNBs’ functionalities are covered in more detail in D5.3 [ 9]. For the purpose of 
simplicity, we will discuss in the following the CPRI case only, which is the most bit-rate 
consuming one. For alternative eNB cutting levels and especially the bitrate saving methods 
may lead to different wavelength and protocol mapping solutions. 
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Femto-type cells are considered to be preferably backhauled with packet protocols, in this 
case the OFDM/OFDMA protocol of the wireline OFDM-PON part, given their intermittent 
usage and their potentially high number within a service area. Figure 13 reflects also the 
centralized and distributed placing of the eNB functionalities in the two principal cases.  

Centralized eNBs are communicating locally to coordinate the macro and metro cells 
connected to the local eNBs and are maintaining connections to other locations hosting eNB 
clusters. Backhauling of payload and control traffic is performed via the wireline links in 
OFDM/OFDMA. The eNB cluster location is shown here in a central office, but can be 
situated at any different convenient installation of mobile network operators. Tentative 
distances derived from typical LTE intersite distances are also given.  
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Figure 13: Wireless Network Elements and Connection Types  

in the converged ACCORDANCE Architecture 

When mapping wireless installations and links to the underlying ACCORDANCE business or 
residential topology, we assume that an ACCORDANCE access level (AAL) network 
connects typically 32-64 residential users or related businesses. We find then that in an urban 
residential area, we will have only a few access level networks connecting to a macro antenna 
site, the majority of AALs will feed no macro antenna site at all. Further, there will be in the 
vast majority of cases only 2 metro sites in maximum per access level network. A difference 
between macro and metro antenna sites is the need for protection. Metro sites are considered 
not eligible for dual homing and protection, as in the case of failure (fiber or equipment) the 
corresponding umbrella (macro) cell can take over their traffic demands to a certain extent. 
Macro sites are connected with protected links in principle. Exceptions and simpler networks 
are of course possible nevertheless. 
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High and constant data-rates on the fronthauling links and the low number of signals to be 
transported per PON root (AAL) encourages the use of CWDM and DWDM multiplexing on 
the optical access fiber strands for the metro sites’ and macro site’s signals, respectively. A 
typical metro cell is fronthauled at 2.5 Gbps, whereas the macro cells are connected with 
10 Gbps links to accommodate multiple sectors and beamforming. 
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Figure 14: Converged Wireline/Wireless ACCORDANCE Architecture, Physical Layer 

The backhauling of the BBU centers that uses the OFDM/OFDMA-PON metro part of the 
converged ACCORDANCE network is depicted in Figure 14. 

ACCORDANCE Wireline/Wireless convergence has the following two main aspects.  

Mobile traffic backhauling (S1, border-X2 interfaces) links are sharing the metro level of the 
metro/access converged network under the OFDM/OFDMA protocol. 

On the access level, resource sharing is on the fiber level, in particular in a wavelength 
multiplexing scheme, taking account of the heterogeneous needs in wireline and wireless 
network aggregation grades as well as of the coexistence needs on that network level. 

6.3. COLLOCATED CONVERGED NETWORKS 

The wavelength division multiplexed wireline signals (metro/access integrated and centralized 
in the Super-Metro Central Office  (SMCO) ) are combined with the wireless feeder signals 
on the access level as shown in Figure 15 for collocated wireline metro-central office (MCO) 
and (centralized) eNB clusters. The concurrent wireline OFDM/A signals and terminals are 
not shown for better readability. Metro cells can be connected freely at each PON port and 
will also consume such a port each.  

Routes (AAL) carrying macro cell fronthaul links are modified to segregate the macro link 
from wireline and metro cell links prior to the last splitting level. The last splitter level is the 
L3 splitter in the ACCORDANCE hierarchy. Hence, a certain level of user segregation is 
achieved. No wireline port is consumed up by the macro cell link. As macro cell sites are 
often using elevated locations, a certain subsequent dedicated macro feeder length is included 
with e.g. additional 3km of fiber path reaching out to the antenna site. 
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Figure 15: Converged ACCORDANCE access network with Metro-Central Office located 

eNB clusters, backhauling links on metro level not shown 

6.4. DISTRIBUTED CONVERGED NETWORKS 

The general case of not collocated mobile and fixed access installations is shown in Figure 16. 
The separation of mobile and fixed operator installations introduces the need for a feeder link 
between the two centers, or the center and a rendezvous-point, where wireline and wireless 
links are combined to enter the ACCORDANCE access level (AAL). On the feeder link, the 
moderate 2.5Gbps metro cell streams are preferably multiplexed, in the time domain, up to the 
10Gbps level for a more efficient transport with precious wavelengths. This multiplex is cut 
down again into 2.5Gbps before entering the access level later on. 

In this general (i.e. separated) topology, the principle of wavelength integrated convergence 
pays out. The rendezvous point can be flexibly located inside a street cabinet, as extensive 
electrical signal processing is not required at this intermediate stage. Mainly passive 
multiplexers, optical amplification and demultiplexing of aggregated metro cell signals are 
done there, all on the PHY layer. 
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Figure 16: Converged ACCORDANCE access network  

with separated eNB clusters, backhauling links on metro level not shown 
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6.5. CWDM- AND DWDM-LINK CAPACITIES, RANGE AND 

LOSS BUDGETS 

6.5.1. CWDM Links 

Commercial CWDM links typically offer a 2.5 Gbps capacity, an 80 km SMF reach and a 
power budget of 28 dB, at the CPRI bit error ratio of 1E-12. The SFP-type optical transceiver 
modules are pluggable. Fitting an eNB with the desired target wavelength, out of a set of two, 
is simple and cost-effective. Eighteen channels of 20 nm width are defined, here only two are 
used in view of the typical maximum number of metro cells per AAL, and, most important, 
the coexistence with the set of other services on the AAL. 

6.5.2. DWDM Links 

Advanced DWDM transceivers are using a tunable laser element as the transmitter and can 
cover the whole C-band (1528.4 – 1568.8 nm). Prevailing form factor is XFP style, with 
which 10 Gbps streams can be transmitted with a pluggable module. Wavelength grid is 
50 GHz or integer multiples of it. Passive DWDM reach is up to 1600 ps/nm of fiber 
dispersion or above 80 km. A typical passive power budget is 20 dB. DWDM transceiver 
wavelengths are entirely within the EDFA gain window and allow a convenient amplification 
of WDM signals. 

6.6. F/M CONVERGED WAVELENGTH PLAN 

The wavelength based convergence of bursty and variable bitrate signals described above, 
with different geographical origins and destinations on converged fiber networks can be 
achieved only if suitable wavelength ranges on the metro/access network installations can be 
additionally allocated. Suitable spectral guardbands have to be respected in the vicinity of 
legacy spectral ranges, amplification needs have to be accounted for and selectivity 
implications for the employed filtering influence the wavelength band selection. 

Under the valid assumption that wireless backhauling and fronthauling streams are sharing 
access network fibers with business and residential connectivities, choice is not broad to 
further allocate a high number of CWDM channels. DWDM channels should be preferably 
allocated to the C-band where DWDM transmit devices and amplification is given. The 
ACCORDANCE OFDM/OFDMA packet service is located there for the same reason.  

A convenient wavelength plan for full coexistence (for a type-GX migration) is sketched in 
Figure 17. The DWDM plan for the ACCORDANCE OFDM/OFDMA packet service sub-
range (in the interval of 1535 to 1551 nm) is shown in Figure 18. 
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Figure 17: Converged Wavelength Plan  
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Figure 18: Wireline ACCORDANCE Wavelength Plan  

(turquoise sub-range of Figure 17) 

Provision is made for a concurrent operation of  

� GPON,  

� XGPON,  

� ACCORDANCE OFDM-PON,  

� metro cell, and  

� macro cell fronthauling.  

IP-based backhauling of eNBs (Femto-cells) is integrated into the OFDM/OFDMA-PON and 
does not consume wavelength channels. The four metro-cell fronthauling optical channels 
(two sets of US/DS pairs), which are being re-used on each AAL, are situated in E-band. A 
reasonable guardband to the legacy GPON channels (reduced width upstream) is available 
and directions are counterpropagating to their respective neighbor channels, so that only 
backscattering and reflections make an impact for interference.  

Fronthauling downstream may be affected on older fiber plants by additional water-peak 
attenuation, which is however considered to be negligible on the considered link lengths and 
with modern fiber installations. 

A window of 10 nm in C-band (at 1560 to 1570 nm) is attributed to the ring-type fronthauling 
of macro cell site signals with DWDM channels. Single fiber operation with wavelength 
duplex can carry 8 50 GHz DWDM channels in 4 nm leaving sufficient guardband for the 
duplexer filters, as well as for the uniform receiver pre-filter (blocking of other service 
wavelengths). It is hence possible to carry the equivalent of 8 macro station sets (10 Gbps) on 
a single fiber between the eNB hotel and the rendezvous point. With this scheme it is possible 
to randomly inject a certain macro station signal out of the octal wavelength multiplex 
without any wavelength conversion or macrostation-site filter tuning. Demultiplexing is done 
in a centralized manner at the rendezvous-point situated DWDM filter (AWG). 

A problematic issue with the current wavelength plan remains however the C-band occupancy 
by the analog overlay (“CaTV”), as it is present in many GPON installations today. In 
general, full-XG-type migration includes the presence of the overlay in 1550-1560 nm (and a 
suitable guardband).  

6.7. COEXISTENCE AND ADVANCED WAVELENGTH PLAN 

To make C-band resources available for F/M convergence and to make efficient use of this 
attractive wavelength interval, it is proposed to skip GPON and overlay support in F/M 
converged access networks in presence of the ACCORDANCE OFDM/OFDMA packet 
connectivity. There, ample capacity for IP-based video services is available.  
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Such a plan would mark the phase-out of the most wavelength consuming services with the 
least spectral efficiency.  

As an alternative, skipping only the overlay service in F/M converged ACCORDANCE 
networks already would free up important spectrum and relief filter specification and cost, 
progressing on the way towards narrowband service wavelength bands to be filtered at each 
terminal. 
It should be a target to arrive at a single harmonized wavelength plan to avoid having separate 
device specifications leading to higher cost from type-split volumes. 

Figure 19 depicts the spectral situation for a converged wavelength plan without 
GPON/overlay support, where residential and business connectivity are operated over 
XGPON1 and ACCORDANCE OFDM/OFDMA. The plan can offer a higher 
OFDM/OFDMA capacity and also more than 8 fronthauling / backhauling wavelength 
channels for a higher capacity on the interconnection link (cf. Figure 16). As a side effect, it 
allows for the avoidance of water-peak affected CWDM channels. If needed, it could further 
allow for more metro site channels in the 1400-1500 nm spectral interval.  
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Figure 19: F/M Converged ACCORDANCE Wavelength Plan, 

Type X-coexistence only 

6.8. ANTENNA SITE PROCESSING 

Although it was an advantage to connect radio heads by fiber immediately, without further 
local processing requirements, there is some reason to consider the tower site more closely. 
Wide-area macro station sites are connected via dual-homed fiber links to different network 
branches which transport a 10Gbps multiplex each. A 1:1 protection scheme totals to 20Gbps 
capacity in normal operation and 10Gbps in a single fiber break or transceiver failure 
situation. 
Although the employed DWDM scheme does not need precise filtering in the receive 
direction, the need for e.g. 50GHz channel precision for the upstream transmitter remains. In a 
direct fiber link to the DWDM-linked remote radio head this means that the transmitters have 
to operate under outdoor climate conditions and at full 10Gbps rate. 
The full industrial temperature grade (or even beyond) will have to use active temperature 
control with a thermo-electrical cooler for the required wavelength precision, until cooler-less 
DWDM-devices can be developed in the future.  
An additional aspect is the existing disparity of optimum bitrates on the fiber plant and 
interfacing bitrates of remote radio heads, which is typically lower than 10 Gbps. 
The chaining feature of CPRI can be exploited hereto.  

So, for macro sites, there is sense in introducing an intermediate repeater stage to change over 
from the signal format on the fronthauling links into the one on the antenna feeding systems, 
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with the opportunity to reduce bitrates with a simple TDM de-/multiplexer in between and to 
decouple power budgets and wavelengths. The stage, called OE/X/EO, is the coupling 
element between the DWDM high-speed multiplexed access links and low-cost short-range 
links with robust black-and-white optics to the numerous remote radio heads; see Figure 20.  

A modular approach is in particular an enabler for build-as-you-grow network roll-out. An 
intermediate stage decouples link span requirements of access level optical link and local link 
at the antenna site, making use of very low-cost, low-power, robust and single-fiber bidi-
links. 
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Figure 20: Macro cell signal distribution for protection and simplified outdoor 

operation with an intermediate cross-connect stage 

6.9. ENERGY CONSUMPTION 

Intermediate electrical signal conversion of the wideband data streams involves upfront 
additional electrical power consumption. Total power consumption is however not necessarily 
increased. 
Required cooling/heating for outdoor DWDM transceiver operation (close to the antenna 
elements) and the need for permanent full bandwidth operation also for simple single carrier 
elements offset the additional electrical power spent for the OEXEO intermediate stage to a 
high degree. For comparison, maximum electrical power consumption for a 2.5 Gbps CWDM 
transceiver at industrial temperature grade (-40 …+85°C) is typically 1…1.2W, whereas an 
XFP-type 10Gbps DWDM transceiver consumes up to 3.5W and can tolerate commercial 
temperature range (-5 …+70°C) only. Climatisation of a suitable compartment at the 
RRH/antenna element will add extra power consumption for the latter case, while not 
necessary for the CWDM case. 

6.10. LEGACY-XDSL CONVERGENCE 

The main approach considered for the integration of ACCORDANCE-type metro-access 
network with the legacy xDSL network is the Ethernet-level interlinking of remote DSLAM 
with traditional copper connectivity from the CO DSLAM to the home’s end users as shown 
in the following Figure 21 and as reviewed in D2.1 ACCORDANCE report chapter 6 “xDSL 
and backhauling transport power consumption”, where xDSL backhauling connectivity is 
used to continue serving xDSL users and Ethernet CO connectivity and remote located 
DSLAM over OFDM/DSCA PON.   
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Figure 21: xDSL backhauling and Ethernet-level interlinking of remote DSLAMs 

An improvement over the previous scenario is to use xDSL signal over fiber as detailed in 
ACCORDANCE report, see [ 8] D5.2 “xDSL over Fibre-Proposed Solutions and Scenarios”, 
obtaining in this way higher capacity access that can deliver services with a longer coverage. 

In a future evolution looking for a higher bandwidth capacity in the access network, xDSL 
users can coexist with ACCORDANCE users sharing the same optical distribution network as 
shown in Figure 22. 

 
Figure 22: xDSL and ACCORDANCE coexistence 

Again a solution of xDSL over fibre can be used in a convergent scenario where xDSL and 
ACCORDANCE signals share the same fibre. 

As shown in the following Figure 23, see D5.3 [ 9] ACCORDANCE report, chapter 8.1.3. 
“xDSL over fibre implementation in ACCORDANCE” xDSL signals are multiplexed with 
the ACCORDANCE signals using a WDM located in the central office. Later the signals are 
demultiplexed by the overlay splitter located in the ODN reaching ACCORDANCE and 
xDSL final users.  
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Figure 23: Centralized DSLAM with analogue transport using ACCORDANCE 

network 
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7. Networking and Transport Formats  
A study of the possible convergence between ACCORDANCE access and metropolitan 
amplified networks such as Sardana is presented in this section. The general setup of the 
analyzed topology is shown in Figure 24. The ACCORDANCE OLT and ONU studied will 
be based on the reflective solution proposed in section 4.2 of Deliverable D2.2 [ 6], since it is 
the preferred for implementation. The analysis is based on the optical signal to noise ratio 
(OSNR) in the US direction because of the double amplification that the US signal will face, 
limiting the performance. The parameter values considered are specified in Table 1. The 
inline amplifiers are only the ones named EDFA in Figure 24, while the SOA are part of the 
ONU and do not require inline power. 

 
Figure 24  Inline amplification setup schematics 

 
Table 1: Device parameters 

Device parameter Value 
Launched power 4.5 dBm 
Fibre loss 0.3 dB/km 
Splitter loss 3.5 dB 
EAM insertion loss (IL) 8.5 dB 
Circulator IL 1 dB 
SOA pre Gain 15 dB 

NF 7 dB 
SOA booster Gain 12 dB 

NF 7 dB 

The OSNR computations are carried out based on the black-box model [ 3], [ 4]. First, the 
total noise figure (NF) of the system is computed as if it was a whole black-box, and then the 
OSNR is calculated. The model further considers that the ONUs transmit simultaneously and 
their optical noise adds up in a single signal that is recovered in the OLT [ 5]. The optical 
inline amplifiers considered were modeled using a black-box model for HE980 erbium doped 
fibre (EDF) whose characterization is presented in Figure 25, and the operating values were 
the following: 

Parameter Value 
EDFA gain 16 dB 
EDFA NF 4.5 dB 
Operative wavelength 1550 nm 
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Figure 25: EDF characterization: (left) gain, (right) noise figure. 

Considering the model of Figure 24, the fibre lengths L1 and L2 were changed from 0 km to 
100 km with the condition that the total length should be higher than 0 but lower than 100 km 
(0≤L1+L2≤100). We searched for the best combination of splitting ratio M and N that gave the 
maximum number of users while bearing in mind the following constraints for a total bitrate 
of 40 Gb/s (10 Gb/s): 

OSNROLT_Rx ≥ 21 dB  (17.5dB) 
POLT_Rx ≥ -31 dBm 

Mathematically, this can be expressed as: 

( )

dB 4.6  NF

dB 16  Gain

dBm16P                       

dBm 31P

(17.5dB)  dB 21  OSNR :subject to

,max_
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≤
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−≤

−≥

≥
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The results when only optical power splitters are considered are plotted in Figure 26. The high 
power loss incurred by the splitters limits the performance. The results seem constant to a 
distance of L2 up to a certain length when the total splitting begins to decrease. This is mainly 
because the upstream optical signal is amplified for travelling along L1. It also justifies the 
reason for having shorter lengths on L2 where there is no inline optical amplification. 

  
Figure 26: Summary of results when using only optical splitters in the network of Figure 24, the contours show the 

maximum splitting ratio log2(N + M) for bitrates of: (left) 40Gb/s and (right) 10 Gb/s. 
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Even with these high losses and constraints, the system can reach 100 km with a splitting ratio 
of 1:32 at a bitrate of 40 Gb/s. For shorter distances, the splitting can be increased and give 
access up to 128 users. If we reduce the bitrate to 10 Gb/s, the ACCORDANCE network can 
reach 100 km and 1:64 users with power splitters as shown in Figure 26 (right). For shorter 
distances, the total splitting can be up to 1:256. 

Further, the first optical splitter was replaced by an array waveguide grating (AWG) with 16 
channels and an insertion loss of 6.5 dB. The splitting values for M were optimized as before 
with an additional restriction: a maximum power of -16dBm as input the ONU. The results 
obtained are summarized in Figure 27. As noticed, the reduced loss when employing an AWG 
in the first splitting stage provides a higher power budget that allows to increase the active 
number of users. Giving that in the worst case 16 channels will be sent through the fiber, this 
is the lowest user number that will be serviced. At bitrates of 40 Gb/s, up to 512 users can be 
in place at a maximum fiber length of 60 km. For coverage distances of 100 km, a splitting 
between 32 and 128 users (depending on the fibers distribution) can be achieved. These 
numbers increase when the bitrate is lowered to 10 Gb/s, and more important, the lengths of 
L2 can be longer than for 40 Gb/s. 

  
Figure 27: Summary of results when an AWG and an optical splitter are used in the network of Figure 24, the 

contours show the maximum splitting ratio   log2(N + M) for bitrates of: (right) 40Gb/s, and (left) 10Gb/s 

 

ACCORDANCE solution 1 active with the upstream optical carrier fed in the remote node 
boosts the fiber length reach with at least 8 and 16 users at a total bitrate of 40 Gb/s and 
10 Gb/s, respectively, with pure power-splitting. In particular, for 10 Gb/s a multiplexing 
factor of 5 can be achieved for a distance up to 100 km. The total number of users is further 
increased when an AWG is set in place of a power splitter. This analysis shows that even with 
the tight constraints considered, solution 1 active is suitable for a long-reach access network 
(>20 km). 

7.1. TRANSPARENT TRANSPORT OF WIRELESS SIGNALS 

Analog RoF allows for the transparent transmission of wireless signals over optical networks 
and the complete centralization of the data transport functionalities at the central office. In 
addition, simple RRHs can be implemented, as a result, imposing moderate optical bandwidth 
requirements. However, as already discussed in [ 8] and [ 9], analog optical links are 
commonly affected by a high loss and link impairments.  
The purpose of this section is to describe in detail the various options examined in 
ACCORDANCE for the transparent transmission of wireless signals to RRHs, conclude on 
their employability and evaluate individual performances. Potential options include the analog 
carrier insertion into the optical OFDMA spectrum and the independent solution based on 
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WDM/FDM. The former considers that wireless baseband processing is collocated at the 
ACCORDANCE OLT, where the subcarrier insertion is performed while the latter 
contemplate independent RoF generation and detection at the OLT instead (i.e. for long fibre 
transmission distances) or the MCO for short fibre transmission. It is important to mention 
that FDM serves the purpose of multiplexing the individual RRHs and/or antennas inside the 
remote sites, using an independent wavelength, to the one carrying the ACCORANCE 
spectrum, for transmission over the PON.  
Since RoF links are significantly limited by optical non-linearities, only a very small number 
of base stations are expected to be supported per wavelength. Hence, the RoF wavelength 
bandwidth utilization could be poor.  

7.1.1. Analog carrier insertion into the optical OFDMA spectrum  

Figure 28 demonstrates the upgrades needed at the network OLT to include a wireless 
baseband (BB) processing unit and IF frequency shifting required for the implementation of 
analog RoF carrier insertion into the OFDMA wireline spectrum.  
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Figure 28: ACCORDANCE OLT with RoF insertion 

The operation of the OLT transmitter and receiver are described in previous deliverable [ 6]. 
Same optical components, as with the wired OFDMA, (for cost reduction) and modulation 
methods are assumed for the analog signals. The wireless BB signal is frequency shifted to 
address individual base stations or individual antennas, with frequency reuse of 1, and 
subsequently modulated using a single MZM arm (due to oIQ modulation). The OLT receiver 
assumes coherent detection. The phase noise of the LO laser though could potentially distort 
the received wireless signal.  
The RoF-based RRH/ONU assumes direct detection in downstream (similarly to the 
ACCORDANCE scenario). Following detection, frequency shifting is performed and the 
preparation for signal transmission across the air. Since 3 sectors and 2x2 antenna patterns are 
assumed for implementation in the RRH, a minimum 6 LOs would be needed for frequency 
shifting. Frequency dividers could be used to decrease the LO count and as a result RRH cost. 
Commercially available devices though operate only at integer multiples (e.g. divide by 2, 4, 
8, etc.), of the input frequency. That suggests the resulting frequency spacing would be 
increased leading to inefficient use of the electrical spectrum.  

Upstream transmission is based on optical REAMs to avoid optical transmission impairments, 
such as OBI, as described in D2.2 [ 6].  
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Figure 29: ACCORDANCE RRH/ONU with RoF 

The optical spectrum, as a result of performing RoF insertion in the ACCORDANCE 
OFDMA band of frequencies, would look as shown in Figure 30. Only the downstream is 
included here for simplicity (upstream follows a similar pattern).  
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Figure 30: Analog carrier insertion in optical OFDMA spectrum (left) and to the 

edges of the spectrum (right) 

The analog carrier could be inserted within the OFDMA spectrum, as shown in Figure 30. 
That would require switching off certain OFDMA subcarriers to accommodate the RF FDM 
subcarriers. Inter-carrier interference (ICI) is expected to distort the wireless signals, mainly 
in terms of their ACLR and EVM figures, resulting eventually in very short fibre transmission 
distances as well as low allowable attenuation. Although the application of a notch filter could 
help overcome these limitations, it could also result to a high filter Q-factor and centre 
frequency as well as significant number of OFDMA subcarriers being switched off, restricting 
the overall bandwidth utilisation. The downstream EVM performance of wireless signals 
would be further degraded due to the LO phase noise, similarly to reception in the OLT. 

Alternatively, the RoF subcarriers could be inserted either to the left or to the right of the 
OFDMA spectrum, as shown in Figure 30 (right). OFDMA subcarriers would not need to be 
switched off, except at the spectrum edges but certain disadvantages still apply. These include 
OBI, OFDMA subcarrier beating from DC to 25 GHz leading to reduced SNR, the use of very 
high frequencies (especially at the right of the spectrum) and PIN bandwidth limitations. 
Also, the RF carriers will not be orthogonal to the OFDMA subcarriers, imposing restrictions 
in the extraction of the analog signals in the presence of the coherent receivers at the OLT.  

The justifications described above impose serious challenges in the implementation of analog 
carrier insertion and as a result, will not be further studied in ACCORDANCE to demonstrate 
RoF convergence. RoF insertion into the optical OFDMA spectrum could be considered for 
example when a receiver in downstream is shared with wireline users. In ACCORDANCE 
however, this is not the case since RRH is only providing services to wireless users.  
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7.1.2. Independent RoF based on WDM/FDM TX  

(eNB at the OLT) 

In contrast to the analog carrier insertion, an independent, to ACCORDANCE, WDM/FDM 
scheme is considered, where analog signal transmission is performed on a different 
wavelength. This reduces the non-linearity induced penalty by improving the optical 
modulation index (OMI) and thus provides better ACLR and EVM performance at remote 
antennas. 

An example of the optical spectrum exhibiting the independent transmission of RoF over the 
ACCORDANCE spectrum is shown in Figure 31 below.  

 
Figure 31: Spectrum for the RoF overlay 

The wavelength plan for the optical/wireless convergence is depicted in Figure 19 of section 
6. For Metro cells (targeted for RoF as well due to its lower capacity requirements compared 
to Macro cells) the CWDM range is preferred. Therefore, the RoF transmission and 
components compatibility should be in this wavelength range.  

To that extent, as it has been experimentally analysed the RoF assumes the application of 
VCSEL lasers (in particular for upstream) due it its low cost (in the range of $150) and drive 
current. Although they are typically limited in maximum output power (around 1 dBm)  it was 
shown that for fibre distances up to 20 km upstream the performance target can be met. If 
higher power is required DFB or EAM at RRH can be used instead. 

The commercial VCSELs are designed to operate in 1300 nm range as required for the 
ACCORDANCE scenario (shown in Figure 19). The operating temperature of such VCSELs 
is typically between -20 to +70 oC however they could be also extended to -40 + 85 oC 
satisfying the operational requirements of Metro cells. 

Furthermore, the bandwidth requirements on each wavelength will thus depend on the 
subcarrier spacing in the FDM window. The experimental investigation that follows suggests 
that a 50 MHz spacing (assuming 20 MHz wireless bandwidth) is sufficient to meet the target 
for the ACLR and EVM figures at RRHs. Also, the total number of RRHs will depend on the 
power budget (limited especially for long fibre links) and OMI. The example in Figure 31 
illustrates the possibility of carrying two RRHs on λ3 downstream. As a result, the number of 
subcarriers needed per wavelength is high (total of 8 assuming 4 subcarriers per RRH) 
decreasing the wireless signal to noise ratio since the downstream power budget needs to be 
shared between the FDM subcarriers.  

Consequently, since FDM is the preferred multiplexing approach to implement RoF, the 
electrical frequency planning plays an important role. Due to the wide availability of electrical 
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components at lower frequencies, especially for CATV applications, it would be desirable to 
transport radio signals to the RRH and back at intermediate frequencies (IFs) in the MHz 
range. Up conversion to RF and down conversion from RF will be then performed at RRHs 
for transmission over the air interface to and from the wireless users respectively.  
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 Figure 32: IF planning  

Thus the frequency plan intended for RoF transmission over the ACCORDANCE 
infrastructure is shown in Figure 32. This frequency plan assumes operation over the UHF 
band (typically used by CATV systems). Although a dedicated wavelength is used in both 
upstream and downstream for RoF, it is still important to perform frequency shifting of the 
received radio signals due to the application, across the different cells, of a frequency reuse of 
one. Therefore, since a wavelength pair is allocated to each RRH, the same electrical 
frequencies can be used for both downstream and upstream.  

In addition, 4 antennas are assumed in the implemented scenario at each RRH (if more 
channels are needed these could be added resulting in reduced modulation index at the optical 
transmitter). Also in order to allow sufficient guard-bands, the frequency spacing is set to 
50 MHz, although this would depend on the bandwidth of the LTE channel (20 MHz 
bandwidth assumed in the figure above).   

Significantly, it is important to emphasize that with the adopted planning scheme, the 
operating range of electrical components is below 1 GHz leading to low cost components. 
Considering that the defined spectrum is used to modulate the laser prior to transmission over 
the fibre, moderate optical bandwidth components will be also required. 

As already mentioned, an experimental setup was devised to illustrate independent wireless 
routing over long reach fibre links. The set-up is shown in Figure 33, employing as a first 
attempt, 4 wireless channels per RRH and an eNB at the OLT. The channel frequencies for 
conducting the experiments are at RF and not the IF region, as would be expected from the 
description above. This was purely the case due to the availability in the lab of electrical 
components’ operating in the RF region. Same performance if not better is expected when 
transmitting at the lower frequency IF channels.  

Performance investigations concentrated on drawing the RoF EVM and ACLR characteristics 
at the remote antenna inputs. The detail description of the experimental setup and parameters 
used is included in D5.2 [ 8] and D5.3 [ 9] and as a result only its key properties will be 
presented here. Due to the lack of a complete LTE test-bed at the time, a WiMAX topology 
was implemented instead. The obtained results allow, apart from WiMAX, for compelling 
conclusions to be drawn on the transmission quality also of LTE, having been the target of 
this investigation from the very beginning. This is a valid assumption (especially downs-
tream) since both standards use the same modulation and detection techniques. 
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Figure 33: Experimental setup for WDM/FDM RoF over various feeder fibre 

transmission distances 

The experimental set-up exhibits a number of properties as summarized below. RoF 
transmission to impose low bandwidth constraints at the optical domain, the use of FDM for 
ONU/BS selectivity, long reach fibre spans sustained by optical single sideband (OSSB) 
modulation, power-splitting in the field to comply with legacy deployments and wavelength 
band overlay to conform to NG-PON requirements for service overlay. The extended 
wavelength band overlay (considered as a possible option if multiple base stations are needed 
per PON segment and/or multiple antennas per RRH are applied) also provides for reduced 
components cost. The same FDM windows could be utilized on multiple-wavelengths 
requiring as a result low bandwidth optical and electrical devices, also leading to improved 
ACLR and OMI.  

In the case multiple wavelengths are transmitted over a splitter then an optical filter is 
required to select the appropriate wavelength prior to O/E conversion. ACCORDANCE to the 
defined scenarios for optical/wireless convergence (Section 6) multi-wavelength overlay over 
splitters might not be considered. However for scenarios where high number of transmit and 
receive antennas are deployed (i.e. for MIMO) at the RRH, an additional wavelength could be 
an interesting solution to satisfy the stringent requirements for the analog signal (e.g. SNR, 
ACLR and EVM) over a specified optical power budget. In that case tunable optical filters 
will be needed to tune to the desired wavelength, increasing the cost of RRH. Once the signal 
is converted to the electrical domain it is down shifted and transmitted over the air.  

The targeted ACLR of -45 dB for 84.6 km downstream transmission was readily achieved, as 
shown in Figure 34 (left), with maximum subcarrier spacing of 40 MHz (with 10 MHz 
WiMAX bandwidth) and cost effective optical single sideband generation. In addition, IEEE 
802.16-2005 compliance was demonstrated with EVM figures below -29 dB. It is important 
to mention that the laser RIN used for external modulation in downstream was -
150 dB/Displayed in Figure 34 (right), long wavelength VCSEL laser upstream demonstrated 
-23 dB EVMs over 65 km transmission distances with optical double sideband modulation 
(the launched power of the x-axis represents the output power of the EDFA into the feeder 
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fibre). The upstream ACLR is not a significant unit of measure at this instant, since the signal 
is terminated at the OLT therefore there is no transmission over the air channel. 
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Figure 34: Downstream EVM&ACLR with 40 MHz FDM spacing (left)  

and upstream EVM with VCSEL (right)  

It was obvious that the available power budget severely affects the performance of analog 
RoF with respect to the attainable reach and split. In the above experiment a maximum 16 
split was achieved with an EDFA on the feeder. Therefore it can be concluded that 
maintaining the high split targets of ACCORDANCE with RoF would impose a serious 
challenge. Also, such long RoF links would impose additional delays for wireless users.  

7.1.3. Independent RoF based on WDM/FDM TX over short links (eNB 

at MCO)  

As described in Section 6, optical/wireless convergence can be also implemented by 
performing wireless baseband processing or in other words locating the eNB at a MCO, 
allowing for RoF modulation and detection to be closely located to the RRH. Equally such a 
topology is considered for RoF convergence.  

Evaluating the network performance of such approach it is expected that RoF will perform 
better due to reduced attenuation on the link, resulting from the lower split ratios since the 
transmission is over the last mile of the network and shorter fibre links between MCO and 
RRH, compared to the previous scenarios. In addition, latency for wireless signaling, such as 
HARQ, is significantly reduced.  
In terms of the spectrum profile, similar wavelength (without OFDMA spectrum) and 
electrical frequency distribution applies as previously described. It is assumed that maximum 
two coarse wavelengths (CWDM scenario in support of Metro cells) will be assigned in each 
direction for a RRH, as depicted in Figure 19, assuming the wavelength reuse pattern 
explained in section 6. Furthermore, no modifications to the ACCORDANCE OLT will be 
required. In terms of IF carrier generation and optical modulation/detection the same apply as 
with the longer reach. 
The experimental set-up used to conduct measurements remained the same as before 
(analyzed in detail in D5.3 [ 9]), extending in reach up to 40.7 km with split ratios of 1:4, 1:8 
and 1:16. The obtained EVM figures for downstream and upstream are described below, 
endorsing the VPI/MATLAB simulations results presented in D5.1 [ 7].  
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Figure 35: Downstream (left) and 20 km upstream (right) EVM  

for various distances and split ratios  

To comply with the WiMAX downstream requirements for 64-QAM 2/3, an EVM figure 
above -30 dB was the target at the bottom of the bathtub curve. This was achieved for a 
23.2 km fibre link with 16 split, RF input powers into the MZM ranging between +11 dBm 
and +13 dBm and a moderate, +1 dBm, optical power launched into the fibre. Further tests 
were carried out to assess the link performance for various split ratios and fibre lengths. As 
shown in the Figure 35, the 40.7 km, 8-split curve represents improved performance. 

EVM measurements were also taken at the OLT receiver to establish the upstream signal 
degradation between the RRH and the OLT, shown in Figure 35 (right), as a function of the 
VCSEL RF input power. An EVM of -23 dB was recorded over 23.2 km of fibre with 16 
split. The interaction of VCSEL laser chirp and fibre dispersion in the upstream analogue 
optical modulation had negligible effect on the received WiMAX channels in the OLT. 
Longer fibre link lengths were not used due to the VCSEL output power limitation 
(max 0 dBm). 

Significantly, varying the optical power at the output of the MCO it was established that the 
ACLR figure of -45 dB downstream is obtained if the minimum launched power into the fibre 
for 1:16 split was + 6.5 dBm. Due to its obvious benefits compared to the previous scenarios 
(mainly in terms of lower attenuation), it can be concluded that this architecture would be 
preferable for the transparent transmission of radio signals over ACCORDANCE for the 
support of Metro cells.   

Summary: 

Table 2 below summarizes the possible options presented in this section for transparent 
transmission of wireless signals. In order to overcome severe limitations imposed on RoF, 
low attenuation and shorter distances are preferable. Therefore, it can be concluded that the 
WDM/FDM with eNB at MCO is the preferred approach for RoF over ACCORDANCE in 
support of Metro cells. 
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Table 2: Comparison of Radio-over-fiber techniques 

Options for RoF Advantages Disadvantages 

RoF insertion in the 
OFDMA 

1. Sharing electrical and optical 
components with wireline 

2. High latency for wireless users 
3. ICI severe 
4. Filter requirements are high 
5. OBI upstream 
6. High frequency of analog 

carriers 
7. Bandwidth inefficiently utilised  
8. High transmission power 

required 
9. Extraction of desired channels 

with coherent detection 

Independent 
WDM/FDM 

transmission (eNB at 
the OLT) 

10. Independent transmission 
11. ICI better (achieving enhanced 

SNR at remote antennas) 
12. IF range can be used 
 

13. Not converged with OFDMA 
ACCORDANCE 

14. Limited by high attenuation 
15. High latency for wireless users 
16. Optical amplification required 
17. High transmission power 

required 

Independent 
WDM/FDM 

transmission (eNB at 
the MCO) 

18. Lower attenuation (higher 
splits allowable) 

19. Shorter fibre transmission 
(lower latency for wireless 
users) 

20. No modifications to 
ACCORDANCE OLT 

21. Not converged with OFDMA 
ACCORDANCE 

22. Still relatively limited to optical 
attenuation 

23. High transmission power might 
be required 

7.1.4. Comparison of alternative approaches for transparent 

transmission  

As it has been previously described, alternative option for transparent transmission of wireless 
signals over an optical network could be based on digital CPRI signalling formats. To that 
extent, the table below provides comparison of these two options (i.e. analog RoF and CPRI) 
outlining some of their key advantages and disadvantages.    

  Table 3: Comparison of CPRI versus analog RoF transparent transmission  

Options for wireless 

centralisation 
Advantages Disadvantages 

CPRI 

1. Simple remote radio heads 
2. Digital transmission 
3. Hardware sharing between sites 

possible (at the max, as all 
processing steps which are per 
user, are performed centrally) 

4. Supports all emerging wireless 
standards 

5. No radio/optical mapping 
required 

6. High transmission bandwidth 
pipes needed on the PON (up to 
few Gbps) 

7. Load on the PON does not 
follow load on the air 

8. Low BER requirements are to be 
met at remote antennas  

9. CPRI could eventually require 
transmission that is separate from 
wireline services 

10. HARQ anchored at the central 
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point � feeder link eats away 
parts of the available latency 
budget 

11. No efficient transport of site 
control messages possible (e.g. 
for topology control) 

RoF 

12. Simple remote radio heads 
13. Small transmission bandwidth 

pipes needed on the PON 
14. Complete transparency to the 

optical MAC achieved 
15. Hardware sharing between sites 

possible 
16. No communication link 

between wireless and optical 
MAC needed due to 
transparency (i.e. minimum 
interfacing requirements with 
PON) 

17. No radio/optical mapping 
required 

18. Susceptible to non-linearity of 
optical components 

19. Limited to short fibre distances 
and optical attenuations (28 dB 
power budget difficult to 
achieve)  

20. Shared budget (optical 
modulation index difficult to 
maintain) 

21. Can not be inserted within the 
optical OFDMA spectrum  

22. Multiple wavelengths required 
23. High fibre launch powers might 

be required 
24. Pre-amplifier might be required 

at the PIN 

Essentially, based on the obtained experimental results described in this section, it was 
concluded that the RoF can bridge maximum of about 20 dB power budget assuming fibre 
launch power in the range of +6.5 dBm. To realize 28 dB power budget (Class B+) higher 
transmission powers (imposing fibre nonlinearities) and/or optical pre-amplification 
(increasing cost at the RRH) before the PIN will be required. 

7.2. MAC FOR METRO/ACCESS CONVERGENCE   

Aiming in ACCORDANCE to provide extended geographic coverage, Long Reach PONs 
(LR-PONs) are examined to implement metro/access converged networks that extend to 
100 km, compared to the conventional TDM PONs, limited to 20 km due to optical power 
budget constraints. However the long distances of LR-PONs impose several challenges in 
network design including also the ACCORDANCE MAC, being the study of this section. 

By extending the reach of PONs, the round-trip time (RTT) may grow from today’s 200 µs 
(20 km reach) to 600 µs (60 km reach) or potentially 1 ms (100 km reach). In conventional 
DBA schemes for TDMA-PON, performance depends on the RTT as it affects the delay of 
the DBA control loop. With increased RTT, the performance is ultimately degraded. Hence, 
development of DBA schemes that can deliver sufficient service, despite the increased RTT in 
LR-PONs, is highly required. 

In D4.3 [ 11] two DBA protocols have been described for the ACCORDANCE network 
expanding in reach up to 40 km, using the monitoring and the traditional Grant/Reporting 
mechanisms for allocation of bandwidth to ONUs. The monitoring mechanism is less affected 
by RTT compared to Grant/Reporting because the OLT does not need to wait the Report 
message with information of an ONU’s queue status since monitoring performs non-status 
bandwidth allocation. However, when Grant/Reporting is applied in LR-PONs the delay 
associated with the exchange of messages for bandwidth allocation can be prolonged, 
resulting to overall delay figures beyond those accepted by high service level services.  

Compared with published long-reach DBA algorithms [ 12], [ 13], the Enhanced-Sequential 
Dynamic Subcarrier Allocation (E-SDSCA) algorithm, presented in this section, does not use 
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any multi-thread or virtual Grant messages to utilize the idle periods (shown in Figure 36). 
The reason being that virtual Grant messages for example create additional idle periods 
superimposed to the propagation delay, reducing as a result the downstream efficiency. 
Instead, in E-SDSCA ONUs are assigned their extra bandwidth using their originally 
allocated bandwidth as will be explained below.  

ONUs in a given cycle i send additional data during the propagation time corresponding to the 
Grant and Report messages exchange of cycle i+1 (extra transmission period in Figure 36). 
Their original grant message in cycle i is still employed, using for each ONU the same 
subcarriers over the extra transmission period as in the original transmission period but 
different time slots. Thus the bandwidth allocation over the extra transmission period is based 
on the original grant/reporting information, supported by a weighting mechanism represented 
in eq. (1) by the ratio. The E-DSCA algorithm uses an optimized 95 % of the idle period not 
100 % to prevent the overlap between the original transmission and extra transmission 
periods. The function used to calculate the additional bandwidth is given by eq. (1). 

_

_ _

_

1

0.95

i

original granti

extra grant BW Idle N
j

original grant

j

B
B B

B
=

= × ×

∑
                                        (1)

 

where 
_BW IdleB is the bandwidth for idle period, _

j

original grantB is the original granted bandwidth 

for jth ONU during original transmission and N is the number of ONUs, as shown in Figure 
33, “0.95” represents 95% of idle period as mentioned before. 

OLT

ONUs

Polling cycle

Original

Transmission

Extra

Transmission

Idle period

Report Grant

Data Data

Cycle i Cycle i+1  
Figure 36: Upstream data transmission for the enhanced DBA 
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Figure 37: Flowchart for the enhanced DBA 
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The following steps provide the methodology of the ESDSCA algorithm, the flowchart of 
which is shown in Figure 37. 

STEP 1: By the end of each window, the OLT calculates the average time slots used per 
ONU during the preceded monitoring window time.  

STEP 2: As a result ONUs are partitioned into two groups; the overperforming and 
underperforming ONUs: 

• overperforming group: Pre_TS = Used_TS. 

• underperforming group: Pre_TS < Used_TS. 

STEP 3 (for underperforming group from STEP 2): The OLT compares Used_TS with 
SLA_TS using different reference time slots to distinguish between the SLA grades. The 
following cases are considered: 

• If Used_TS is smaller than or equal to SLA_TS, then the OLT defines 
Assigned_TS based on the Used_TS, subtracts Used_TS from SLA_TS and 
assigns the difference to the group of “remaining time slots”.  

• If Used_TS is greater than SLA_TS, then the OLT defines Assigned_TS equal to 
SLA_TS because it is not aware at this stage if there are “remaining time slots”. 

STEP 4 (overperforming group from STEP 2): The OLT compares Pre_TS with 
SLA_TS without considering the Used_TS since it has already determined in STEP2 that 
ONUs require more time slots. The additional time slot allocation is performed as 
follows: 

• If Pre_TS is smaller than SLA_TS, then the OLT increments Pre_TS by 2 (high 
priority SLAs, Pre_TS + 2) or by 1 (middle and low priority SLAs, Pre_TS + 1) 
and allocates it to Assigned_TS. Assigned_TS should be less than or equal to 
SLA_TS. Then it subtracts Assigned_TS from SLA_TS and assigns this difference 
to the “remaining time slots”. A note should be made that the Pre_TS increase 
specified here has been the outcome of optimizing the algorithm performance for 
different number of increments per SLA. 

• If Pre_TS is greater than or equal to SLA_TS, then the OLT defines Assigned_TS 

equal to SLA_TS because it is unaware at this stage if “remaining time slots” are 
available. 

STEP 5: After completing STEPs 2, 3 and 4 the OLT gathers the “remaining time slots” 
from the first case of STEP 3 and STEP 4 and distributes them to requesting ONUs 
based on their SLA priority. 

STEP 6: Following STEP 5 if there are “remaining time slots” the OLT assigns them to 
ONUs based on SLA priority. 

STEP 7: Each ONU calculates the propagation delay associated in each cycle with the 
exchange of the Grant and Report messages in order to establish and use the idle period. 

STEP 8: For the predict-data transmission, ONUs uses extra bandwidth ( _

i

extra grantB ) as 

calculated by eq. (1). 

Performance evaluation: 

The Table 4 below summarises the simulation parameters used in OPNET for modeling the 
various DBA algorithms, developed for ACCORDANCE. Various network scenarios have 
been considered to demonstrate individual algorithm efficiencies coping with increased ONU 
numbers and link lengths. In particular in order to demonstrate the deficiency of SDSCA 
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when the network reach increases from 40 km to 100 km, Figure 38 is drawn, representing the 
end-to-end packet delays recorded in each case. It should be noted at this stage that the value 
of the ONU offered load in the performance figures is different in each case according to the 
number of ONUs. The load of 1.0 is 625 Mbps, 312.5 Mbps and 156.25 Mbps corresponding 
to 64, 128 and 256 ONUs respectively. 

                                 Table 4: Simulation parameters 

Parameters Description 

Total network capacity 40 Gbps 

Number of subcarriers 256 

Data rate per subcarriers 156.25 Mbps (40 Gbps / 256) 

Number of ONUs 
64 

SLA0 : SLA1 : SLA2 = 4 : 20 : 40 

Number of ONUs 
128 

SLA0 : SLA1 : SLA2 = 8 : 40 : 80 

Number of ONUs 
256 

SLA0 : SLA1 : SLA2 = 16 : 80 : 160 

Distance between OLT and ONU 100 km or 40 km 

Monitoring window time 2.0 ms 

Grant processing delay 5 µs 

Propagation delay 5 µs/km 

ONU offered load 1.0 

625 Mbps (40 Gbps / 64) for 64 ONUs 

312 Mbps (40 Gbps / 128) for 128 ONUs 

156 Mbps (40 Gbps / 256) for 256 ONUs 

Network offered load 1.0 40 Gbps 

Packet size 
64 – 1518 Bytes 

(Uniformly generated) 

Traffic generation of CoSs 

High priority CoS0: 20 % 

Middle priority CoS1: 40 % 

Low priority CoS2: 40 % 

The end-to-end delay for 40 km is less than 2 ms regardless the SLA level at a traffic load of 
approximately 0.6. However, when the propagation distance increases to 100 km, the end-to-
end delay saturates at the low traffic load of 0.4, suggesting that the ONU queues are filled-up 
while ONUs still wait for the Grant messages to arrive, stack due to the long propagation 
delay. 
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Figure 38: Comparison of the end-to-end delay between 40 km and 100 km using 

the SDSCA with 64 ONUs. 

To examine the data transfer performance, Figure 39 (left) exhibits the end-to-end packet 
delay for all three SLAs with 64 ONUs versus ONU offered load, defining the proportion 
between each ONU loading and the simulated ONU capacity for each algorithm. It can be 
observed that the threshold ONU loadings for the SDSCA and E-SDSCA Grant/Report 
scheme to achieve low transmission delay are 0.4 and 0.9, respectively. This two points verify 
that the ACCORDANCE with the SDSCA and E-SDSCA Grant/Report scheme can always 
provide low delay transmission when the overall network offered load is less than 16 or 
36 Gbps, respectively ([0.4 or 0.9] × 625 Mbps × 64 ONUs = 16 or 36 Gbps). The increased 
16 Gbps represent a 125 % improvement in view of the enhanced Grant/Report scheme. The 
enhanced Grant/Report scheme demonstrates significantly lower mean packet delay figures 
than the old one, exhibiting almost 13 and 18.5 times reduction at around 90 % and 78 % 
ONU loading for SLA0 and SLA1 respectively, and approximately 20 times reduction at 
around 60 % loading for SLA2. It also becomes evident from Figure 39 (left) that the ONU 
offered load, before packet delay reaches the 5 ms limitation for time-sensitive traffic, has 
been extended from 262.5 Mbps (traffic load of 0.42) to 593.7 Mbps (traffic load 0.95) for 
SLA2 ONUs. The gained 331.2 Mbps bandwidth for SLA2 ONUs can then be utilized to 
support additional multimedia services for each ONU. 
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Figure 39: Comparison of the end-to-end delay (left) and network throughput 

(right) between E-SDSCA and SDSCA with 64 ONUs under 100 km. 

Figure 39 (right) confirms superior performance of the E-SDSCA in terms of the achieved 
network throughput versus network load, allowing for network load values, defined as the 
proportion between the sum of each ONU loading and the network capacity, to increase up to 
around 38 Gbps, compared to the SDSCA that stalls at only 19.8 Gbps. As a result, apart from 
the 45.5 % improvement in channel utilization rate, the measured 95 % maximum channel 
capacity figure displays network utilization comparable to the application of the SDSCA in 
the ACCORDANCE. 
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Furthermore, as shown in Figure 40, the proposed schemes also provide considerable 
improvement in terms of packet loss rate versus network load. Comparing the responses of 
the two algorithms for the worst-case scenario, loss-free transmission is extended from 
16 Gbps network loads (40 Gbps×0.4) with SDSCA to 39 Gbps (40 Gbps×0.91) with 
monitoring providing an extra 23 Gbps network capacity. 
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Figure 40: Comparison of the packet loss rate between E-SDSCA and SDSCA with 

64 ONUs under 100 km. 

Figure 41 illustrate the packet delay and network throughput in similarity to the traces above 
for a 256-ONU network. A network load of 1.0 corresponds to a data rate of 40 Gbps (total 
upstream data capacity). In this packet delay graph, the SLA2 of SDSCA is also early 
saturated after the offered load 0.5 corresponding to 62.5 Mbps (156.25 Mbps × 0.4). The E- 
SDSCA algorithm manages to utilize 93.75 % of the total capacity. 
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Figure 41: Comparison of the end-to-end delay (left) and network throughput 

(right) between E-SDSCA and SDSCA with 256 ONUs under 100 km. 

Similarly, the loss-free transmission for 256 ONUs, is still extended from 16, 20.4, and 
27.2 Gbps to 36, 43.2, and 58 Gbps providing an extra 20, 22.8, and 30.8 Gbps network 
capacity for SLA2, SLA1 and SLA0, respectively. 
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Figure 42: Comparison of the packet loss rate between E-SDSCA and SDSCA with 

256 ONUs under 100 km. 

7.3. WAVELENGTH PRECISION CONTROL WITH MAC  

Introduction 

To address OBI, it is proposed in [ 14] to use conventional single-mode lasers at any non-
preselected wavelength at a random value within a band with uniform probability as the ONU 
upstream light source. Since the emission frequency can be detuned by temperature, an 
overlap probability of the upstream signals reduces. 

The operating wavelength used by an ONU for data transfer in the network might vary as a 
result, even slightly, specifying a requirement in the MAC layer for wavelength control. The 
extra functionality will have an impact on the ACCORDANCE MAC control messages 
exchanged during ONU activation. D4.4 [ 15] has presented the necessary modifications to 
both 10GEPON and XGPON to include OFDMA operation. The analysis presented in the 
current document to also incorporate wavelength control in the new ACCORDANCE MAC 
control fields concentrates on the extension of the XG-PON standard, G987.3.  

Tx wavelength allocation during ONU Activation 

Figure 43 represents the ONU activation procedure based on the unpublished XG-PON 
standard. The OLT controls the ONU activation process by means of issuing function-specific 
bandwidth grants and exchanging upstream and downstream PLOAM messages. An outline 
of the activation process events is given below: 

– ONUs entering the activation process listen to downstream transmission and attain a 
physical synchronization sequence, to achieve alignment at the downstream PHY frame 
boundary and superframe synchronization provided by the physical synchronization 
block (PSBd). 

– ONUs listen to the Profile PLOAM messages, periodically issued by the OLT, to start 
learning the burst profiles specified for upstream transmission. 

– Once ONUs receive a serial number grant with a known profile, they announce their 
presence on the PON with a Serial_Number_ONU PLOAM message. 

– The OLT discovers the serial numbers of the newly connected ONUs and assigns to each 
an ONU-ID using the Assign_ONU-ID message. 

– The OLT optionally issues a directed ranging grant to newly discovered ONUs and 
prepares to accurately measure their response time. 

– ONUs respond with the Registration PLOAM message. 
– The OLT performs initial authentication of ONUs based on their registration ID, 

computes individual equalization delays and communicates individual equalization 
delays to ONUs using in each case the Ranging_Time PLOAM message.  
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– ONUs adjust the start of their upstream PHY frame clock based on the assigned 
equalization delay. 

– ONUs complete activation and start regular operation. 

OLT ONU

Profile PLOAMD

Serial_Number_ONU PLOAMU

Assign_ONU-ID PLOAMD

Ranging Grant

Registration PLOAMU

Ranging _Time PLOAMD

 

Figure 43: ONU activation procedure in XG-PON. 

As explained, when the OLT recognizes the unique serial numbers of ONUs, during 
activation, it communicates back an ONU-ID assign message to each ONU using the PLOAM 
field of the downstream frame. The “Assign_ONU-ID” message is contained in the Message 
type ID field, specified by number 0x03, as shown below. In ACCORDANCE, the 
Message_Content field of the downstream PLOAM XG-PON frame (empty in the standard) is 
modified to include the “Tx wavelength” information, as explained in D4.2. 

XGTC

header
XGTC payload

HLend BWmap PLOAMD

ONU-ID

Message type ID = 0x03

SeqNo

Message_Content

MIC

Allocate “Tx wavelength” 

 

Figure 44: Modified Assign_ONU-ID message. 

Wavelength control message 

The additional events to be incorporated in the ONU activation process, for wavelength 
control are shown in Figure 45. The OLT would initially send a “Wavelength_Modify” 
message, as a result of the continuous measurement of OBI. In response, ONUs will displace 

(slight shift by ) or change the Tx wavelength.  

OLT ONU

Wavelength_Modify PLOAMD

Acknowledge PLOAMU

 
Figure 45: Wavelength control procedure. 

A new message type as shown in Figure 46 is introduced inside the XG-PON PLOAMD 

downstream field, under the Message Type ID field with number 0x16, named 
“Wavelength_Modify”.  
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Table 3: New downstream PLOAM message types for “Wavelength_Modify”. 

Message Type ID Message name Message_Content 

0x16 Wavelength_Modify - New Tx wavelength 

 

XGTC

header
XGTC payload

HLend BWmap PLOAMD

ONU-ID

Message type ID = 0x16

SeqNo

Message_Content

MIC

Case 1

� Set New “Tx wavelength”

Case 2

� Change the laser
� Set New “Tx wavelength” 

Case 3

� Re-arrange  “Tx wavelength”

Case 4

� Displace  “Tx wavelength”  

Figure 46: New PLOAMD message, “Wavelength_Modify”. 

MAC process to reduce OBI influence 

Figure 47 illustrates the flowchart for wavelength control [ 14], used to define the steps of the 
MAC protocol and algorithm for allocating wavelengths following the continuous 
reappearance of OBI during data transmission.  

STEP 1: the OLT checks whether OBI results due to joining ONUs. If yes, the OLT goes 
to STEP 2. If not, the OLT goes to STEP 3. 

STEP 2: in STEP 2, the OLT checks whether the interacting ONU has joined the network 
for the first ONU. If it is established this is true, it falls under CASE 1 in Figure 46 and 
the “Wavelength_Modify” message is practically used to set the “Tx wavelength”. If it is a 
returning ONU, the algorithm moves to STEP 3. 

STEP 3: in STEP 3, the OLT establishes whether ONUs overlap or not. If there is no 
overlap, the OLT executes CASE 1 and sets the “Tx wavelength”. If overlap is detected 
then the algorithm performs STEP 4. 

STEP 4: in STEP 4, the OLT checks whether ONUs can be displaced (shifted). If this is 

possible CASE 4 is executed and the specific ONUs displace their wavelength by ∆λ 
using heating control. If it is not, the algorithm moves to STEP 5. 

STEP 5: in STEP 5, the OLT checks ONU’s laser type or status. If it is a new laser, in 
other words an ONU joining the network for the first time, the OLT executes CASE 2 
and the laser operating wavelength is changed. If it is a returning ONU that causes OBI 

then CASE 3 applies and the ONU is forced to re-arrange its wavelength by λ. 
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Figure 47: Flow chart for the wavelength control. 

Summary: 

To extend the distance in ACCORDANCE over 100 km, exhibiting long-reach OFDMA-
PONs for access/metro consolidation, enhanced DBA algorithms were required to 
demonstrate efficient bandwidth allocation. By reason of the imposed long propagation delays 
of the extended network reach, the direct implementation of the DSCA and SDSCA 
algorithms exhibited low channel utilisation and excessive packet delay. To overcome these 
limitations, in section 7.3 MAC for metro/access convergence, E-SDSCA enabled the OLT to 
utilize the idle period in each packet transmission cycle where idle periods exhibit additional 
transmission slots allowing ONUs to transmit data by means of a prediction method. Network 
performance investigations of the SDSCA versus E-SDSCA have displayed significant 
45.5 % increase in network throughput with an improvement in packet delay and packet loss 
rate to allow high network utilisation rates over extended network loads. 

In section 7.3 Wavelength precision control with MAC, MAC protocol algorithm for laser 
wavelength emission control with thermal tuning was presented in OFDMA type networks 
with low-cost non-preselected independent laser sources in ONUs to reduce the OBI. Also a 
new downstream PLOAM message, “Wavelength_Modify” based on modification of XG-
PON frame was proposed for control of ONU Tx wavelength. 

With regards to the optical/wireless MAC convergence, WP5 has identified several optical / 
wireless architectural options for the ACCORDANCE network. These include fully decentra-
lized baseband processing variant based on IP backhauling and different centralized solutions 
namely split-eNB, CPRI and RoF. Each of these options has different degree of MAC re-
quirements.  

The centralized variants, especially CPRI and RoF, are fully independent, therefore no MAC 
modifications are required. It means that the wireless MAC operates independently to PON 
MAC. Also, the similar scenario applies for split-eNB variants, however here certain 
information needs to be exchanged with wireless and PON MAC (as detailed in D5.3 [ 9] ) in 
addition to building appropriate packets prior to transmission on the PON.  

Alternatively from the above, the IP backhauling, where full baseband processing is 
performed at antenna site, might require MAC QoS mapping mechanism between optical and 
wireless queues in order to provide optimum bandwidth allocation. This is necessary since 
with such backhauling the wireless antennas (i.e. eNB) that are connected to ONUs (usually 
via Ethernet port) are not aware how bandwidth is assigned on the PON as well as the ONU is 
not aware how the eNB assigns bandwidth to wireless users. The MAC solutions for this 
approach are analyzed in D5.4 [ 10]. 
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8. The Consolidated ACCORDANCE Model 
In ACCORDANCE a multitude of technical approaches and topological architectures for the 
PHY and the MAC layer have been considered and a subset thereof has been evaluated in 
detail with simulations. This report is the last report in the architecture workpackage WP2. So 
we are including the consolidated results here. 
From intense work on PHY layer architectural options, the following ACCORDANCE 
consolidated model has been extracted as the one best fulfilling the below listed requirements 
(key parameter derived from FSAN NGPON2).  

� 40 Gbps aggregate capacity 
� Integrated metro/access capability (m/a convergence, > 40km SMF) 
� 1:64+ splitting ratio support 
� OFDM flexibility 
� DWDM trunk link readiness 
� Colourless ONUs 
� G.983 ODN re-use support, preferably ODN merger support 

From the set of basic OFDM access solutions, as were set up and discussed in deliverable 
report ACCORDANCE -D2.2 [ 6], the solution#1 with additional in-line amplification 
(forming so called solution#1a, c.f. ACCORDANCE D2.3 [ 16], ch. 4.2) has been selected as 
the preferred solution. 

The before stated conditions are leading into a field-modulated OFDM transmit scheme and 
coherent reception in the OLT. ONUs are avoiding a local optical source, which would need 
excellent phase noise behavior combined with tuning capabilities then, by applying an 
envelope detection scheme and second order products mitigation in the electrical domain. An 
optical pre-amplifier is then indispensible for passive attenuation budgets of 29dB and more. 
Note, that only a single ACCORDANCE wavelength set (DS+seed+US) is allowed to be 
present on each ODN, the feeder link may or may not carry wavelength multiplexed sets of 
them. Reason for this is the colourless behavior of the ONUs. ONUs are not discriminating 
wavelengths within the ACCORDANCE DS or US (=Seed) bands.  

For the OLT receiver a coherent receiver is preferred over envelope detection for its 
beneficial electrical bandwidth reduction reasons. It is, however, sensitive to optical phase and 
frequencies. A precise control of the wavelengths used by the set of ONUs is imposed. This 
excludes the use of independent local lasers in the ONUs for multiple access upstream. The 
upstream OFDM spectrum is composed of multiple sub-spectra from different ONUs. 
Frequency offsets resulting from optical wavelength drifts would induce inter-carrier inter-
ference very easily, if no guardbands of relevant width were applied. The spectral advantages 
of OFDMA would be in danger to be lost in guardbands again.  

As a remedy, the pursued concept uses seeded upstream wavelengths and makes the ONUs 
completely source-less and applies optical amplification instead. Optical gain can be adapted 
to indispensible polarization independence much simpler than polarization diversity or even 
polarization-control. Seeding ensures a zero-offset combining of upstream fractions during 
OLT-sided optical detection without optical frequency induced interference. Seeding induced 
Rayleigh impairments from the fiber links are suppressed to a high degree by applying 
electrical passband modulation (octave band), caused by the restriction to cost-effective 
intensity modulation at the ONUs anyway.  

In the ACCORDANCE concept are ONUs characteristically using only cost-effective 
lightwave envelope reception and are employing only intensity (envelope) modulation for 
transmitting.  
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As a further cost-relevant measure is digital processing, including analog/digital and 
digital/analog conversions, reduced to a fraction of the aggregate spectra. To this end the 
spectra are cut and composed, respectively, by electrical frequency conversions. A 
pronounced reduction in sampling and processing rates is the resulting benefit. It is here 
assumed that technological progress and cost decay in multi-tens of GHz electronics will be 
realizable earlier than in integrated coherent optics. 

For metro/access integrated networks is in-line amplification, between trunk link and optical 
distribution network, a downside originating in the high aggregated bitrate pools (40 Gbps 
here). It is foreseen in ACCORDANCE to have an amplifier in the Main Central Office 
location and to co-locate the seed source(s) with the amplification stage there. For urban 
installations, with their negligible trunk link attenuation and with the absence of insertion loss 
from wavelength multiplexing and demultiplexing devices, an in-line amplifier is not 
mandatory. 

Upstream and downstream wavelength ranges are not interrelated or mutually bound. They 
can be chosen independently to ease achieving coexistence with existing services on legacy 
optical networks.  

Compact spectra from OLT field modulation and (centralized) precise wavelength control for 
upstream let the accordance network consume much lower spectrum than f.i. a single GPON 
and also XGPON1. This is an enabler for wavelength-division integration of heterogeneous 
services on the same plant which would not benefit from an OFDM-based multiplexing. The 
40 Gbps data pools shared among a high number of terminals and services on a power-
splitting network will allow a much higher usage and efficiency than for example an access 
network organized as WDM-PON with point-to-point links. 

Several modifications to the earlier described OLT and ONU block diagrams 
(ACCORDANCE -D2.2 [ 6] ) have been added in the course of the project. These updated 
diagrams are shown here in final version for completeness. 
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Figure 48: ACCORDANCE OLT, non-reach-extended version 
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Figure 49: ACCORDANCE ONU 
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Figure 50: Active Node in-line Amplifier and Seed Generation and Insertion  

(Reach Extender) 

The reach extension (RE) function incorporates signal amplification for both directions and, 
for the seeded network, is augmented by a local seed source. Rayleigh backscatter from the 
optical trunk link is thus avoided and it does not add to the total Rayleigh backscatter level. It 
uses the fact that local mains supply is available at the remote node location and that the 
optical frequency of the seed is not related to the downstream, nor needs precision adjust 
which would enforce to locate it in the OLT. The OLT receiver is using an independent, 
however synchronized LO laser source for optical I/Q detection. It is tuned to the center of the 
upstream payload band. The seed wavelength, in contrast, is offset from the payload band 
center wavelength by the electrical passband center frequency, i.e. by 37.5 GHz. 

The ACCORDANCE concept will adopt for capacity upscaling a 100 GHz wavelength grid 
(50 GHz payload width comprised of auxiliary carrier and 25 GHz maximum width of OFDM 
subcarrier octave band). A multiplexing factor of 8 US/DS pairs would carry then 320 Gbps 
per trunk fiber. 
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Figure 51: Wireline/wireless-integrated and long-reach ACCORDANCE network 

The wavelength plan is chosen in accordance with coexistence and migration needs to comply 
with legacy GPON networks. With GPON, also XGPON1 is meant to be covered where not 
otherwise stated in differentiation of certain migration strategies to be covered later in the 
document. 
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9. ACCORDANCE Migration Options and Comparison  

9.1. MIGRATION SCENARIOS 

As network migration can start from diverse initial conditions and, even more important, 
follow varying approaches or strategies, we have defined basic characteristics for labeling the 
scenarios we consider for the transition to an OFDM based PON. 
The most crucial aspect here is that in most cases a next generation optical access solution 
should allow a technology migration on existing PON infrastructure without any prolonged 
service interruption (brownfield). This is best achieved with a transitional coexistence of 
legacy and next generation technologies on a network. We distinguish therefore the following 
plant reuse and concurrent operation grades in one dimension and the migration types on the 
second dimension. 

9.2. COEXISTENCE GRADES AND MIGRATION TYPES 

9.2.1. Coexistence Grades 

Network migration approaches split into three main coexistence grades counting the 
fundamental reuse of an existing ODN, with or without rework, and the legacy services 
(GPON, XGPON in this case) support achievable.  

The three basic coexistence grades for network migration and their definition are depicted in 
Figure 52 below. The later on defined scenarios will be sorted with regard to their co-
existence grades. 

 

Migration tree

Full co-existence:
= Full reuse of ODN and 

full support of legacy techn.

No co-existence
No reuse of ODN  or

no support of legacy tech.

Partial co-existence:
Partial reuse of ODN 

with modifications 

and legacy support

Migration approaches

 
Figure 52: Migration tree of the three basic coexistence grades  

� Full-coexistence: 

Full reuse of the existing ODN and full support to legacy technology. 

� Partial-coexistence:  
partial reuse of the existing ODN with modifications and full support to legacy 
technology. 

� Non-coexistence: 
No reuse of the existing ODN or no support to legacy technology.  

A network migration strategy to be taken needs to decide on the backward compatibility 
and/or the duration of a transition period. Seamless transition from one or more technologies 
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into a next generation technology is desirable, but not for free, as network resources, as e.g. 
wavelengths, are occupied for the transition period. As we are dealing with several legacy 
technologies and potential migration strategies entail various combinations of technologies 
over time, we group the scenarios in the subsequently described migration types. 

9.2.1.1. TYPE-N: MIGRATION  

In a type-N migration any legacy technology (GPON, XGPON) is, at the latest, deprecated in 
the moment when the next generation equipment is introduced in the network, see Figure 53. 
It can thus reuse the ODN with a maximum flexibility in wavelength resource choice and in 
PON type. Type-N migration does not require coexistence and does not support a legacy 
technology. 
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Figure 53: Type-N Migration without Coexistence Constraints  

9.2.1.2. TYPE-X: MIGRATION WITH XG-PON COEXISTENCE ONLY  

This option covers a straight (non-overlapping) migration path in line with PON generations, 
from G-PON over XG-PON to OFDM-PON (Figure 54). This assumes in particular a 
finalized migration from G-PON to XG-PON before starting with an OFDM-PON upgrade. 
Type-X offers for each technology a transition period to the next technology, but deploys at 
no time more than two consecutive technologies. 
It offers a reduced flexibility in resources choice (wavelengths and PON-type) as compared to 
Type-N, as only the GPON resources are free at OFDM-PON deployment start, while 
XGPON resources are still occupied a certain time for continuity reasons. A PON re-work 
into a wavelength routing PON is not possible for the lower network layer where XGPON is 
present. 
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Figure 54:  Type-X Migration with XG-PON Coexistence only 

Re-use of the G-PON wavelength windows can enable an OFDM-PON technology coexisting 
with XG-PON on a powersplitting PON. 
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Figure 55:  Network Element Evolvement for type-X Migration  
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Figure 56: Wavelength Occupation Situation for Type-X Migration 

9.2.1.3. TYPE-G: MIGRATION WITH GPON COEXISTENCE ONLY 

Operators may be interested in a shortcut migration directly from G-PON to an OFDM-PON 
leaving out the XG-PON technology. Type-G migration allows using the XGPON1 resources 
for a full co-existence.   
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Figure 57: Type-G Migration with GPON Coexistence only 
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Figure 58: Wavelength Occupation Situation for type-G Migration 

9.2.1.4. TYPE-GX: MIGRATION WITH GPON AND XG-PON COEXISTENCE 

The ultimate level of deployment flexibility is realized by the Type-GX migration that enables 
a co-existence of G-PON, XG-PON and OFDM-PON. So, seamless and riskless phase-in and 
phase-out of the OFDM and both legacy technologies is enabled.  
It offers however the least flexibility in resources’ choice. A lower layer PON rework, if in 
consideration from an OFDM-PON perspective, is not attractive until both legacy 
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technologies have been phased out. A Type-GX migration supports the full co-existence case 
in an ideal way. 
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Figure 59: Type-GX Migration with Full Coexistence 
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Figure 60: Wavelength Occupation Situation for Type-GX Migration 

9.3. MIGRATION SCENARIOS  

9.3.1. Migration Assumptions 

For the set of migration scenarios that is defined and discussed in this chapter, the following 
set of assumptions is taken, if not otherwise stated: 

• FTTH 100% homes-passed infrastructure in place  
• ACCORDANCE “Solution #1a” assumed 
• broadband take-rate saturated  
• per-drop-link migration a possible solution, 

in conjunction with unbundling regulation 
• a wavelength plan would be established that provides sufficient isolation in legacy 

ONUs for the ACCORDANCE downstream signals, so that no remote blocking filter 
installations become necessary in general. 

• no need for overlay operation in newbuilts 

9.3.2. Set of Migration Scenarios  

Under the conditions as have been collected in the previous chapters, a set of prevailing 
migration scenarios is addressed in more detail. An overview on the twelve scenarios is given 
with the list below. 

Scenario 1: Shared access feeder, distribution & drops 

Scenario 2: WDM metro feeder 
Scenario 3: Drop-by-drop switchover 
Scenario 4: WDM metro feeder/drop-by-drop switchover 
Scenario 5: WDM metro & access 
Scenario 6: Mid-ODN mixed AWG-PS insertion 
Scenario 7:  Shared access feeder 
Scenario 8:  Independent overbuild 
Scenario 9: Switched-over feeder & drops 
Scenario 10: Upper-ODN parallel-AWG 
Scenario 11: Upper-ODN PS-AWG swap 
Scenario 12: Mid-ODN AWG insertion 
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PS  = power splitter/combiner  
AWG  = arrayed waveguide grating  
ODN  = optical distribution network 

The scenarios are covering also non-coexistence approaches, and as such are not preselected 
in a certain direction. Depending on the assessment outcome (score), the most promising 
scenarios will be detailed further, including the procedures to undergo to migrate an existing 
network into a converged OFDM metro/access network. 

9.3.3. Brief Scenario Descriptions 

9.3.3.1. SHARED ACCESS FEEDER, DISTRIBUTION & DROPS (SCENARIO 1) 

Figure 61 describes a shared access feeder and drops scenario, which is under the full 
coexistence category due to the complete reuse of the ODN and full support for legacy 
technology. 

In this scenario, PON and ACCORDANCE OLTs located in different central offices coexist, 
operating completely independently and using the same ODN. To allow this type of operation 
is necessary to use WDM techniques in the wavelength plan in both directions in downstream 
and upstream where the PON wavelength will be multiplexed with ACCORDANCE 
wavelengths at the local central office. The service interruption is limited to the coupler 
installation at the central office. 

 
Figure 61: Shared access feeder, distribution & drops (Scenario 1) 

Advantages 

• One of the main benefits of this scenario is the reuse of the existing ODN infrastructure; 

therefore the deployment cost of the new technology will be low.  

• Allows an easy upgrade on existing infrastructure without any prolonged service 

interruption. It is capable of upgrading single customers on demand and support at least a 

migration path from older technologies to NG-PON2. 

Disadvantages 

• Restrictions on the wavelength plan due to other technologies already taken wavelengths, 
which O-band is occupied, single mode fiber water attenuation affects the E-band in long 
reach PONs, C-band matches the basic EDFA band but is the more suitable and the L-
band can be considered above the OTDR supervision wavelengths but EA modulators at 
L-band are hardly produced. 
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• Extra link loss from both technologies coexistence, where one WDM multiplexer need to 
be installed in the PON central office to multiplex both technologies wavelength which 
means up to 2 dB of insertion losses.  

• It could be optional to require an additional filter to protect legacy equipment against 

ACCORDANCE signals.  

• Limit the number of new users that require the new service technology, this means that 

new users can be signed up as GPON users unsubscribe the service. 

9.3.3.2. WDM METRO FEEDER (SCENARIO 2) 

A scenario 1 upgraded by a WDM-metro-feeder system is described in Figure 62, which is 
under the full coexistence category due to the completely reuse of the ODN and full support 
of legacy technology.   

In this scenario, in both central offices AWGs are added. In the super metro central office the 
AWG is added to combine signals from different ACCORDANCE OLTs. In the main central 
office the AWG is in charge of separating the signals, then the optical amplifier will amplify 
the signal and compensate losses to reach more distance. A WDM multiplexer is used in the 
local central office to multiplex both technology wavelengths and enable the coexistence of 
the wavelength plan. Service interruption is limited to the coupler installation. AWG and 
amplifiers at the main central office can be pre-installed without impact onto the GPON. 

 
Figure 62: WDM metro feeder (Scenario 2) 

Advantages 

• One of the main benefits of this scenario is the reuse of the existing ODN infrastructure; 

therefore the deployment cost of the new technology will be low.  

• Extra link loss for coexistence is compensated with the optical amplifier, therefore greater 

distances can be reached and more users can be covered.  

Disadvantages 

• Restrictions on the wavelength plan is applied due to other technologies already taken 
wavelengths, which O-band is occupied, single mode fiber water attenuation affects the E-
band in long reach PONs, C-band matches the basic EDFA band but is the more suitable 
and the L-band can be considered above the OTDR supervision wavelengths but EA 
modulators at L-band are hardly produced. 

• It could be optional to require an additional filter to protect legacy equipment against 

ACCORDANCE signals.  
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• Limit the number of new users that require the new service technology, this means that 

new users can be signed up as GPON users unsubscribe the service. 

9.3.3.3. DROP-BY-DROP SWITCHOVER (SCENARIO 3) 

This scenario, as shown in Figure 63, is a drop-by-drop switchover scenario, which is under 
the partly co-existent category, due to some modifications should be done in the PON ODN 
and support for legacy technology is possible.  

As shown in the following figure, some modifications should be performed in the GPON 
ODN, specifically in the third splitting level cabinet where a WDM multiplexer must be 
installed to separate both wavelengths technology and also another WDM multiplexer should 
be installed in the PON central office to combine and allow coexistence between both 
technology wavelength plan. Also, new fiber has to be installed for the new L3 splitting 
splitter. 

 

Figure 63: Drop-by-drop switchover (Scenario 3) 

Advantages 

• It is not necessary to include any filter for isolation requirement for legacy equipment and 
upgrade system because of the WDM multiplexer included in the L3 splitter level.   

• Allows an easy migration from PON technology to the new technology and coexistence. 
When PON users are completely disconnected more new users can be sign up due to the 
already double L3 splitter deployment.  

Disadvantages 

• Restrictions on the wavelength plan is applied due to other technologies already taken 
wavelengths, which O-band is occupied, single mode fiber water attenuation affects the E-
band in long reach PONs, C-band matches the basic EDFA band but is the more suitable 
and the L-band can be considered above the OTDR supervision wavelengths but EA 
modulators at L-band are hardly produced. 

• Extra link loss from both technologies coexistence, where two WDM multiplexer need to 
be installed, one in the PON central office to combine both technologies wavelength and 
the other in the last splitting level manhole to separate both wavelengths, which means up 
to 3 dB of insertion losses.  

• Double splitters in the lower ODN level add an extra cost to the solution.  
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9.3.3.4. WDM METRO FEEDER / DROP-BY-DROP SWITCHOVER (SCENARIO 4) 

Figure 64 describe a WDM metro feeder/drop-by-drop switchover scenario which is under the 
partly co-existent category due to some modifications should be done in the ODN and support 
for legacy technology is possible.  

Some modifications should be performed in the main central office where an AWG is added 
to divide ACCORDANCE signals, then the signal is amplified (by an optical amplifier) to 
compensate losses and a WDM multiplexer is used to multiplex PON and ACCORDANCE 
signals to allow coexistence between both technologies wavelength plans. In the third 
splitting level a WDM multiplexer is added in the last mile cabinet to separate both 
technologies wavelengths, so no need for mutual isolation requirements for legacy and 
upgrade equipment is necessary. 

 

Figure 64: WDM metro feeder / drop-by-drop switchover (Scenario 4) 

Advantages 

• One is the great benefits of this scenario is the lack to include any filter for isolation 
requirement for legacy equipment and upgrade systems because of the WDM multiplexer 
included in the L3 splitter level.   

• Both technologies allow full splitting factor in the L3 splitting level of their ODN thus 
allow signing up more users.   

• Extra link loss for coexistence is compensated with the optical amplifier, therefore greater 
distances can be reached and more users can be covered.  

• Allows an easy migration from GPON technology to the new technology and coexistence. 
When GPON users are completely disconnected more new users can be sign up due to the 
already double L3 splitter deployment.  

Disadvantages 

• Restrictions on the wavelength plan is applied due to other technologies already taken 
wavelengths, which O-band is occupied, single mode fiber water attenuation affects the E-
band in long reach PONs, C-band matches the basic EDFA band but is the more suitable 
and the L-band can be considered above the OTDR supervision wavelengths but EA 
modulators at L-band are hardly produced. 

• Double splitters in the lower ODN level add an extra cost to the solution.  
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9.3.3.5. WDM METRO & ACCESS (SCENARIO 5) 

This scenario, as shown in Figure 65, is a WDM metro & access scenario which is under the 
partly co-existent category due to some modifications should be done in the ODN and support 
to legacy technology is possible.  

A set of modifications should be performed in the main central office where an optical 
amplifier is added to amplify the ACCORDANCE signals to compensate OTL and 
multiplexing losses, a WDM multiplexer is used to multiplex PON and ACCORDANCE 
signals to allow coexistence between both technologies wavelength plans. In the third 
splitting level a WDM multiplexer is added in the last mile cabinet to separate both 
technologies wavelengths, so no need for mutual isolation requirements for legacy and 
upgrade equipment is necessary. At the third splitting level in the ACCORDANCE ODN an 
AWG is added to separate the signals allowing full splitting factor and giving more capacity 
to the new technology. 

 

Figure 65: WDM metro & access (Scenario 5) 

Advantages 

• One of the benefits of this scenario is that it can give more capacity to the new 
technology, however, depends on the splitting level but is a perfect solution for high 
density areas. 

• It is not necessary to include any filter for isolation requirement for legacy equipment and 
upgrade systems because of the WDM multiplexer included in the L3 splitter level.   

• Both technologies allow full splitting factor in the L3 splitting level of their ODN thus 
allow signing up more users.   

• Extra link loss for coexistence is compensated with the optical amplifier, therefore greater 
distances can be reached and more users can be covered.  

Disadvantages 

• Restrictions on the wavelength plan apply due to other technologies already taken 
wavelengths, which O-band is occupied, single mode fiber water attenuation affects the E-
band in long reach PONs, C-band matches the basic EDFA band but is the more suitable 
and the L-band can be considered above the OTDR supervision wavelengths but EA 
modulators at L-band are hardly produced. 

• Double splitters in the lower ODN level add an extra cost to the solution.  
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9.3.3.6. MID-ODN MIXED AWG-PS INSERTION (SCENARIO 6) 

The Figure 66 describes a Mid-ODN mixed AWG-PS insertion. It is under the partial-
coexistence category, due to some modifications should be done in the ODN and support to 
legacy technology is possible.  

In this scenario, a WDM multiplexer is added in the main central office to multiplex PON and 
ACCORDANCE signals. At L2 remote node a “demux+coupler box” is installed. The box 
consists of two WDM multiplexers and one AWG. The AWG replaces the upper-level power 
splitter (exchange rather than ECO-site add, otherwise GPON budget were exceeded). The 
GPON band is extracted before the AWG to be combined with every ACCORDANCE band 
at the AWG output to be sent to the L3 splitter. 

 

Figure 66: Mid-ODN mixed AWG-PS insertion (Scenario 6) 

Advantages 

• Allows higher capacity to the new technology with the AWG at the L2 splitting level, 
however, depends on the splitting level but is a perfect solution for high density areas. 

Disadvantages 

• Restrictions on the wavelength plan are applied due to other technologies already taken 
wavelengths.  

• Service interruption for the complete PON tree due to necessary cutting and splicing of 

fibers.  

• Increases the insertion loss and decrease the optical power budget available in the ODN 

with the demux+coupler box.   

9.3.3.7. SHARED ACCESS FEEDER (SCENARIO 7) 

This scenario, shown in Figure 67, is a shared access feeder scenario which is under the partly 
co-existent category due to some modifications should be done in the PON ODN and support 
for legacy technology is achieved.  

As show in the figure, modifications in the GPON ODN consist of adding a WDM multi-
plexer in the first splitting level manhole to separate the new wavelengths and PON wave-
lengths, also another WDM multiplexer should be installed in the PON central office to allow 
coexistence between both technology wavelength plans. In addition, a complete new fiber 
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needs to be installed/lighted due to both technologies don’t share the same ODN but share the 
feeder fiber only.  

 

Figure 67: Shared access feeder (Scenario 7) 

Advantages: 

• Allows the coexistence of both technologies, hence, the migration procedure can be 
done gradually. 

• It is not necessary to include any filter for isolation requirement for legacy equipment 
and new technology equipment as NGPON2 requirements recommend.   

Disadvantages:  

• Restrictions on the wavelength plan due to other technologies already taken 
wavelengths, which O-band is occupied, single mode fiber water attenuation affects 
the E-band in long reach PONs, C-band matches the basic EDFA band but is the more 
suitable and the L-band can be considered above the OTDR supervision wavelengths 
but EA modulators at L-band are hardly produced. 

• Wavelength plan restrictions preclude the CATV overlay option in the 
ACCORDANCE solution. 

• High cost related to the double infrastructure required in the ODN deployment and 
partly new fibers roll that have to be installed.   

• Distribution fiber will be shared, which means a decrease in the availability of cable 
and cabinet resources for both technologies.  

• Extra link loss from both technologies coexistence, where two WDM multiplexer need 
to be installed, one in the PON central office and the other in the splitter first level 
manhole, which means up to 3 dB of insertion losses.  

9.3.3.8. INDEPENDENT OVERBUILD (SCENARIO 8) 

The following Figure 68 shows an independent overbuild scenario, which is under the non-
coexistence category because the new technology and the existing technology don’t use the 
same ODN and legacy technology isn’t supported on the same ODN.  
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As can be seen, the ACCORDANCE OLT covers more distance than the existing PON OLT, 
from the core central office to the first splitting level location, therefore, more users can be 
covered. Moreover, both technologies share the same distribution fiber but use different 
ODNs.  

For the new ACCORDANCE OLT it will be necessary to deploy a complete new fiber and 
complete new ODN, in this way, ACCORDANCE ONTs can be connected immediately to 
the new ODN and provide services without any service interruption to the GPON ONTs.  

 

Figure 68: Independent overbuild (Scenario 8) 

Advantages: 

• One of the great benefits of this scenario is that both technologies have different 
ODNs, therefore, allows that the wavelength plan for the ACCORDANCE solution 
has no restrictions. 

• No extra losses will exist related from coexistence due to the new technology and the 
existing deployed technology uses different ODN.  

• It is not necessary to include any filter for isolation requirement for legacy equipment 
as both technologies will be working independent in different ODNs.  

• Allows more users aggregation due to the existing ODN, which means that when 
GPON users are completely disconnected, the existing ODN will be available for 
ACCORDANCE technology and more users can be covered and connected to the new 
technology.  

Disadvantages:  

• The main disadvantage of this scenario is the high cost related to the new ODN 
deployment and the entire new fibers roll that have to be installed.   

• Distribution cable will be shared, which means a decrease in the availability of cable 
and cabinet resources for both technologies.  

9.3.3.9. SWITCHED-OVER FEEDER & DROPS (SCENARIO 9) 

Figure 69 shows a switched-over feeder & drops scenario, which is under the non-coexistence 
category.Here, feeder fibre is disconnected from one technology and re-connected to the 
other. No support for legacy technology is offered.  

In this scenario, the ACCORDANCE OLT totally replaces previous OLTs and the previous 
ONTs will be replaced by the new technology ONTs. Using this scenario the service 
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interruption will have a medium impact due to several services will be interrupted at the same 
time due to the swap of OLTs. In the PON central office an ODF will be added to commute 
from PON feeder fiber to ACCORDANCE feeder fiber.  

 

Figure 69: Switched-over feeder & drops (Scenario 9a), ODF-switch-over 

There is an alternative for this migration scenario, as shown in the following figure, where 
instead of using an ODF in the local central office the fiber of the previous PON technology 
can be cut and splice to Accordance fiber. 

 

Figure 70: Switched-over feeder & drops (Scenario 9b), splicebox -switch-over 

Advantages 

• One of the great benefits of this scenario is the straight migration path where the PON 
technology is removed from the ODN and the new technology re-uses the PON 
wavelength windows, therefore, allows a wavelength plan restriction free for the 
ACCORDANCE solution. 

• Low investment cost due to the reuse of the ODN of the previous technology and the 
single infrastructure in lower ODN level. 

• No extra losses will exist related from coexistence due to the immediate shutdown of PON 
central office technology.  

• It is not necessary to include any filter for isolation requirement for legacy equipment as 
both technologies will not be working at the same time.  
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Disadvantage 

• It is not possible to have a gradual migration; hence PON users will be migrated 

necessarily to the new technology. 

9.3.3.10. UPPER-ODN PARALLEL-AWG (SCENARIO 10) 

The following Figure 71 shows an upper-ODN parallel-AWG scenario, which is under the 
non-coexistence category because both technologies don’t use the same ODN and no support 
for legacy technology. 

In this scenario, a WDM multiplexer must be added in the main central office to multiplex 
both technologies wavelength plans and another WDM multiplexer is added in the first 
splitting level manhole to separate different wavelengths, where ACCORDANCE 
wavelengths go to the AWG and PON wavelengths go to the splitter. Also, the L3 splitter 
level is disconnected from the L2 splitter level and reconnected to the AWG, this means a 
complete migration of the sub-tree and no support to the PON technology is offered in the 
sub-tree any more. 

 

Figure 71: Upper-ODN parallel-AWG (Scenario 10) 

Advantages 

• Allow higher capacity to the new technology with the AWG at the L2 splitting level, 
however, depends on the splitting level but is a perfect solution for high density areas. 

• It is not necessary to include any filter for isolation requirement for legacy equipment and 
upgrade systems.   

Disadvantages 

• Restrictions on the wavelength plan are applied due to other technologies already taken 
wavelengths.  

• Increase the insertion losses and decrease the optical power budget available in the ODN 

with the two WDM multiplexers, hence PON users can be affected.  

• Eliminates the possibility of coexistence with legacy technology. 
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9.3.3.11. UPPER-ODN PS-AWG SWAP (SCENARIO 11) 

An upper-ODN PS-AWG swap scenario is shown in Figure 72. It pertains to the non-
coexistence category because is a complete PON tree migration scenario and no support for 
legacy technology.  

In this scenario, the feeder fibre is disconnected from the PON local central office and 
reconnected to the ACCORDANCE super metro central office through the ODF, this means, 
an opportunity for a complete shutdown of the main central office. In addition, the feeder 
fibre at the L2 power splitter level must be cut and spliced to an AWG, which will be located 
in the L2 splitting level giving more capacity to the ODN because more splitters can be 
installed in the L3 level, therefore more new users can be signed up and due to the low 
insertion loss of the AWG help to reduce the power budget in the ODN. 

 

Figure 72: Upper-ODN PS-AWG swap (Scenario 11) 

Advantages 

• One of the great benefits of this scenario is the straight migration path where the PON 
technology is removed from the ODN and the new technology re-uses the PON 
wavelength windows, therefore, allows a wavelength plan restriction free for the 
ACCORDANCE solution. 

• Allow higher capacity to the new technology with the AWG at the L2 splitting level, 
however, depends on the splitting level but is a perfect solution for high density areas. 

• It is not necessary to include any filter for isolation requirement for legacy equipment and 
upgrade systems.   

• Decrease the insertion loss by replacing the splitter by the AWG, therefore greater 
distances can be reached and more users can be covered.  

Disadvantages 

• Implementation difficulties due to new ONUs should be provided in advance before the 

complete shutdown of the PON local central office.  

• Eliminates the possibility of coexistence with the PON technology. 

9.3.3.12. MID-ODN AWG INSERTION (SCENARIO 12) 

The following Figure 73 shows an mid-ODN AWG insertion scenario, which is under the 
non-coexistence category because both technologies do not use the same ODN as no legacy 
technology is supported beyond the AWG.   
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In this scenario, a WDM multiplexer is added in the main central office to multiplex different 
technologies wavelengths to allow coexistence between wavelength plans in both directions in 
downstream and upstream. In the third splitting level an AWG is added in the last mile 
cabinet, so no need for mutual isolation requirements for legacy and upgrade equipment are 
necessary and allow full splitting factor and give more capacity to the ACCORDANCE 
solution. 

 

Figure 73: Mid-ODN AWG insertion (Scenario 12) 

Advantages 

• Allow higher capacity to the ACCORDANCE solution with the AWG at the L3 splitting 
level, however depends on the maximum splitting level implemented but is a perfect 
solution for high density areas. 

• It is not necessary to include any filter for isolation requirement for legacy equipment and 
upgrade systems.   

Disadvantages 

• Restrictions on the wavelength plan are applied due to other technologies already taken 
wavelengths.  

• Eliminates the possibility of coexistence with the PON technology. 

• Service interruption only for the sub-tree and no extra losses are introduced to GPON 

users. 

• ACCORDANCE optical power budget can be limited if higher splitting ratios are used in 

the first level. 
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9.4. SCENARIOS, CRITERIA AND ASSESSMENT  

9.4.1. Assessment Metric 

Key characteristics used to measure scenarios in the assessment are (a metric): 

1) ODN upgrade need (of any kind) 
 - additional ODN fibers (distribution or drop)  -2 

 - yes (AWG or splitters)  -1 
 - in some cases   0 
 - no +1 

2) Impact on legacy systems’ power budget  
(Excess Loss EL, = zero, if not applicable in D-day switchovers) 

 - EL < 0.1dB:  +1 
 - 0.1dB = < EL < 0.5dB:    0 
 - 0.5dB = < EL  <  1 dB:   -1 
 - EL >= 1dB:  -2 

3) Available (LR-) power budget 
 - PB       < 28dB:  -2 
 - 28dB =< PB < 30dB:  -1 
 - 30dB =< PB < 32dB:   0 
 - 32dB =< PB  +1 

4) Inevitable service interruption time, if no protection links are in place 

-  Zero interrupt:  +1 
-  single digit seconds:    0 
-  minutes to hours:   -1 

5) Subscriber/ONUs migration flexibility 
-  Years timeframe for smooth migration :  +1 
-  Need for certain crossover to free capacities :    0 
-  “D-day” with hard switchover and  - 1 

synchronous exchange of OLTs and ONUs: 

6) Spectral confinement  / spectrum consumption 
 - dλ > 50GHz / 10Gbps:   -1 

 - 50GHz => dλ > 25 GHz / 10Gbps:   0 

 - 25GHz => dλ  12.5 GHz /10Gbps: +1 

7) CO final shutdown support 
 - CO needed in any case  -1 
 - CO can shift to outdoor cab.   0 
 - no active remote function required +1 

A weighting factor (Table 4) is added, reflecting unequal weights for situations and operators.  

scenario characteristic 
weighting factor 

(T=100%) 

ODN upgrade need 30 

Impact on legacy systems' power budgets 20 

Available LR power budget 20 

Inevitable interruption time 10 

Subscriber/ONUs migration flexibility 10 

Spectral confinement/spectrum consumption 5 

CO final shutdown support 5 

Table 4: Weighting factors for migration features assessment 
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9.4.2. Assessment of Considered Migration Scenarios  

Migration- Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 Scenario 5 Scenario 6 Scenario 7 Scenario 8 Scenario 9
Scenario 

10

Scenario1

1

Scenario 

12

weighting 

factor

shared 

access 

feeder, distrib.  

and drops

WDM metro-

feeder

drop-by-drop 

switchover

WDM metro 

feeder and 

drop-by-drop 

switchover

WDM metro 

and access

Mid-ODN 

mixed- 

AWG/PS 

insertion

Shared 

access feeder

Independant 

Overbuild

switched-over 

feeder and 

drops

Upper-ODN 

parallel AWG

Upper-ODN 

PS-AWG 

swap

Mid-ODN 

AWG 

insertion

Coexistence Class 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

1 1 -2 -2 -2 -1 -2 -2 1 -1 -1 -1

30 30 -60 -60 -60 -30 -60 -60 30 -30 -30 -30

0 0 0 0 0 -2 0 1 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 -40 0 20 0 0 0 20

0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 20 0 20 20 20 0 0 0 0 0 0

-1 -1 0 -1 -1 0 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1

-10 -10 0 -10 -10 0 -10 10 -10 -10 -10 -10

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 -10 -10 -10 -10

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

5 0 5 0 0 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

100 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

score: 50 35 50 -45 -40 -40 -35 -55 -15 15 -45 -45 -25

5

20

5

30

10

10

20

Subscriber/ONUs migration flexibility

Spectral confinement/spectrum consumption

CO final shutdown support

ODN upgrade need

Impact on legacy systems' power budget

Available LR power budget

Inevitable service interruption time

 
Table 5: Assessment results for migration scenarios considered 
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10. Migration Paths for Selected Migration Scenarios 
Generic steps for migrating a legacy network (GPON or XGPON1, or combined is meant 
here) into a converged metro/access ACCORDANCE network are summarized in the below 
sections. For simplicity reasons it has been omitted to explicitly show the DWDM layer on 
the metro links, they are meant to be included nevertheless. Also is the amplification stage not 
shown to keep the diagrams easier to read. 

10.1. POWER-SPLITTING ODN APPROACH (SCENARIO 2)  

The power-splitting ODN approach is based on the WDM Metro feeder scenario (scenario 2) 
from section 9.3.3.2 which is under the full coexistence category due to the complete reuse of 
the ODN and full support of legacy technology. The migration path for this approach is the 
following:  
The initial network status (Figure 74), consists of a Super-Metro Central Office that contains the 
aggregator switch that connects to the aggregator switches located in Main Central Office 
(MCO). The aggregator switch located in the MCO is connected to the GPON OLTs. The 
overlay OLT signal is multiplexed with the GPON OLT signal through a WDM1(r).  

The deployed B+ ODN comprises splitters with a splitting ratio of up to 1:64 and fiber links 
with their respective power budget around 29 dB.GPON ONUs are connected to the PON 
ODN. 

 

Figure 74:  Power-Splitting ODN Approach, Initial Status 

Phase 1: 
Phase 1 of the migration process involves the installation of the ACCORDANCE OLT(s) in 
the SMCO, introducing new fibers from the Super Metro Central Office to the Main Central 
Office (Figure 75). Optionally the MCO backhauling links can be shared if legacy wavelengths 
and ACCORDANCE wavelength plan are reconcilable.  

In the Main Central Office a power splitter may be installed to prepare the backhauling of 
GPON OLTs via the ACCORDANCE links later on. In this migration process there is 
coexistence between technologies, therefore a WDM1rr is added in the MCO to multiplex 
different signals. 

 
Figure 75:  Power-Splitting ODN Approach, Phase 1 Status 
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Phase 2: 
Phase 2 involves the increasing installation of ACCORDANCE ONUs for new users as 
shown in the figure below, coming to a mixed ONU population. 

 

Figure 76:  Power-Splitting ODN Approach, Phase 2 Status 

Phase 3: 
An ACCORDANCE ONT is added to the MCO in order to absorb the legacy backhaul. 
Disconnect the fibers from the aggregator switch in the SMCO to the GPON OLT site, 
located in the MCO, as shown below.  

 

Figure 77: Power-Splitting ODN Approach, Phase 3 Status 

Phase 4: 
Gradually replace GPON ONUs with ACCORDANCE ONUs. After closing down the GPON 
service, GPON OLT equipment is removed and the freed up MCO-splitter port(s) may be 
connected to new ODNs, if applicable. 

 

Figure 78:  Power-Splitting ODN Approach, Phase 4 Status 
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Phase 5: 
If MCO splitter ports are not used to connect new ODNs, in this last phase, the splitter located 
in the MCO is removed and the MCO is recalled. Now the migration process has been 
finished and the ACCORDANCE network solutions should be up and running. The reduced 
metro layer loss can be traded into higher capacity. Adaptive modulation (AMOOFDM) on 
the ACCORDANCE network will switch to higher modulation grades with higher throughput. 

 

Figure 79: Power-Splitting ODN Approach, Final Status 

10.2. DIFFERENT-ODNS APPROACH (SCENARIO 8) 

The different ODN approach, based on the Independent Overbuild scenario (scenario 8) of 
section 9.3.3.8, is under the non-coexistence category because the new technology and the 
existing technology are not using the same ODN and legacy technology is not supported on 
the new ODN. The migration path for this approach is the following:  

Initial network status 
The initial network status, as shown in the following figure, consists of an aggregator switch 
located in the SMCO that connects to the aggregator switch located in Main Central Office 
(MCO). The aggregator switch located in the MCO is connected to the PON OLTs. The 
overlay OLT signal is multiplexed with the GPON OLT signal through a WDM1(r).  

The deployed B+ ODN consist of splitters with a splitting ratio of up to 1:64 and fiber links, 
with their respective power budget around 29 dB. GPON ONUs are connected to the PON 
ODN. 

 

Figure 80: Different ODN Approach, Initial Status  

Phase 1:  

The phase 1 involves the installation of the ACCORDANCE OLT(s) in the SMCO. New fiber 
optic links from the SMCO to the MCO are established or the existing MCO backhauling link 
fiber(s) are tapped. In the MCO, a power splitter will be installed to have access to 
ACCORDANCE network resources. In this migration process there is no coexistence 
intended between technologies, this means, a new ODN installation is necessary for the 
ACCORDANCE solution, as shown in the following figure.  
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Figure 81:  Different ODN Approach, Phase 1 Status 
Phase 2: 
In this transition phase, upgrading and new users (churn) are preferably connected to the 
ACCORDANCE network. The number of GPON ONUs is decreasing until finally the GPON 
service becomes obsolete. 

 

Figure 82: Different ODN Approach, Phase 2 Status 
Phase 3: 
If separate fibers are used for legacy backhaul and ACCORDANCE metro, the legacy fiber 
link can be freed up after the move of the GPON backhaul to the ACCORDANCE network 
(not shown in detail, see Figure 77). After GPON service shutdown (replacement of all PON 
ONUs with ACCORDANCE ONUs), the splitter outputs located in the MCO may be 
connected to the new ODN and the existing ODN. In this way, more ONUs can be covered 
and new services can be offered. 
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Figure 83: Different ODN Approach, Phase 3 Status 
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Phase 4: 
In a last phase, the splitter located in the MCO is removed, the MCO is recalled and more 
users can be added due to the existing (old) ODN, which means that when GPON users are 
completely disconnected, the existing ODN will be available for ACCORDANCE technology 
and more users can be covered and connected to the new technology. 
Now the migration process has been finished and the ACCORDANCE network solutions 
should be up and running. 

 

Figure 84:  Different ODN Approach, Phase 4 Status 

10.3. AWG-BASED ODN APPROACH (SCENARIO 10) 

The AWG-based ODN approach is based on the Upper-ODN Parallel-AWG scenario 
(scenario 10) on section 9.3.3.10, which is under the non-coexistence category because the 
new technology and the existing technology don’t use the same ODN and legacy technology 
is not supported on the same ODN. 
The migration path for this approach is the following:  
The initial network status consists of an SMCO that contains the aggregator switch that 
connects the SMCO with the aggregator switch located in GPON MCO. The aggregator 
switch located in the MCO is connected to the PON OLTs. The overlay OLT signal is 
multiplexed with the PON OLT signal through a WDM1r as shown in the following figure. 
The deployed B+ ODN consist of splitters with a splitting ratio of up to 1:64 and fiber spans, 
with their respective power budget around 29 dB. GPON ONUs are connected to the PON 
ODN. 

 

Figure 85: AWG-based ODN Approach, Initial Status 
Phase 1:  
The phase 1 involves the installation of the ACCORDANCE OLT in the SMCO, new fibers 
from the SMCO to the MCO or optional sharing (not shown in this phase). In the MCO the 
ACCORDANCE fiber is connected to a WDM1rr to multiplex the various signals onto the 
ODN.  
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Also, to get an AWG-based ODN, some modifications in the ODN must be performed such as 
adding an AWG. In addition, a WDM multiplexer is added to separate technologies 
wavelengths in the L2 splitting level, in one hand the GPON wavelength go to GPON ODN 
and in the other hand, ACCORDANCE wavelengths go to an AWG, as shown in the 
following figure.  

 

Figure 86: AWG-based ODN Approach, Phase 1 Status 

Phase 2: 
Phase 2 involves the disconnection of L3 splitter level from the L2 splitter and reconnect it to 
the AWG located in the L2 level, this means, a complete migration of the sub-tree level and 
no support of the PON technology in the migrated sub-tree any more. In addition, 
ACCORDANCE ONUs are now installed for users in the migrated ODN part(s), as shown in 
the figure below. 

 

Figure 87: AWG-based ODN Approach, Phase 2 Status 

Phase3: 

All GPON ONTs have been replaced by ACCORDANCE ONTs as shown in the following 
figure. Now the disconnection of the fibers from the aggregator switch in the SMCO to the 
MCO can be undertaken. GPON equipment in the MCO is getting obsolete. 
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Figure 88: AWG-based ODN Approach , Phase 3 Status 

Phase 4: 
This phase involves the direct connection from the SMCO to the AWG located in the ODN 
and in turn the recall of the MCO if suitable. 

 

Figure 89: AWG-based ODN Approach, Phase 4 Status 

Phase 5: 
Now the migration process has been finished and the ACCORDANCE network solutions 
should be up and running with reduced powersplitting ratio and highest capacity, as in Figure 
90.  

 

Figure 90: AWG-based ODN Approach, Final Status 
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11. Conclusions  

Reasonable Fixed/Mobile networks convergence on one hand, and migration paths towards 
next-generation-PONs on the other hand, have been addressed in this report with respect to 
establishing suitable support of radio access networks and a seamless transformation to next-
generation PON. 

Models have been developed how the desired centralization of mobile network resources can 
be achieved with the help of fiber access networks. The choice for a wavelength multiplexing 
scheme respects the constant bandwidth traffic type to be conveyed for simple radio head 
interconnections and the disparate topology of wireline and wireless installations. Analog 
Radio-over-fiber and digital CPRI-based links have been considered in more detail for the 
interconnection of remote antennas and eNodeB hotels. Wavelength schemes have been 
elaborated to enable the use of existing network levels (GPON-type ODNs) for the inclusion 
of radio heads. 

In parallel, the similar process of further centralizing (20 …. 100 km reach) wireline access 
network equipment from many Main Central Offices to few Metro Central Offices was 
considered on the basis of the ACCORDANCE OFDM concept.  

The root cause for different centralization degrees in wireline access and wireless fronthauling 
networks are the inevitable fiber propagation delays introduced with fiber links of up to 
100 km. While in wireless systems the benefit of centralization vanishes under high delays in 
f. i. coherent MIMO schemes, there are mitigation schemes in wireline to combat delay-in-
duced throughput degradations in report-grant based scheduling, which have been simulated. 

In addition, a study of the maximum number of users for several fiber lengths considering an 
active reflective-ONUs solution was performed. Several physical and performance constraints 
from previous deliverables were considered. Besides, the computations were done with only 
power splitters and with a mixture of power splitters and AWG. The results show that the 
proposed active solution could reach more than 20 km serving at least 8 users at an aggregate 
bitrate of 40 Gb/s and 16 users at 10 Gb/s. The highest number of users arrive up to 128 
(40 Gb/s) and 256 (10 Gb/s) with only power splitting, and 256 (40 Gb/s) and 512 (10 Gb/s) 
with power splitters and AWG. 

The analysis of possible migration paths from GPON access and attached backhauling 
networks into integrated long-reach networks of the (FSAN) NGPON2 era confirmed the 
prevalence of re-using the entire outside plant of GPON/XGPON1 access systems, which 
were assumed as existing. Twelve transformation scenarios have been set up and rated against 
an assessment metric with weighting factors defined by network operator partners in this 
project. It resulted clearly that coexistence over the full optical distribution network, 
established by power-splitting PON support and wavelength plans, gives the best score. Dense 
wavelength multiplexing for the trunk link is terminated before the combining stage with 
legacy installations. Scenarios which are employing a wavelength selective router (e.g. an 
arrayed waveguide router, AWG) inside the ODN are inferior to scenarios working over 
(untouched) pure-power-splitting plants, mainly due to their lacking transition phase and 
additional efforts to re-work the subscriber plants. 

With this report finalizes the series of architecture workpackage WP2 reports with the 
preferred wireline transmission and metro/access convergence method and the integration of 
wireless links for the favored fronthauling technique.  

Upcoming advanced antenna/baseband interconnection methods with lower and cell usage-
proportional bitrates could naturally change the picture in the future and make the integration 
into the OFDM multiplex more attractive. These methods are still under study in 
workpackage 5.  
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12. Glossary  
10GEPON 10Giga bit per second PON (IEEE 802.3) 
3G Third Generation Mobile Access (UMTS)  
4G Fourth Generation Mobile Access (LTE) 
AAL ACCORDANCE Access Level 
ACLR Adjacent Channel Leakage Ratio 
AWG Arrayed Waveguide Grating 
BB baseband 
BBU Baseband Unit 
BER Bit Error Ratio 
BEREC  Body of Europ. Regulators for Electronic Communications 
BS Base-Station 
BSC Base Station Controller 
CaTV Cable-TV 
CO Central Office 
CoS Class of Service 
CPE Customer Premises Equipment 
CPRI Common Public Radio Interface Specification 
CWDM Coarse Wavelength Division Multiplexing 
DBA Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation 
DD Direct Detection 
DFB Distributed Feedback Laser  
DoF Digital over Fiber 
DS Downstream 
DSL Digital Subscriber Line 
DWDM Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing  
DWDM Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing 
E1 2.048 Mbps digital transmission 
EAM Electro-Absorption Modulator 
EDFA Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifier 
E-DSCA Enhanced Sequential Dynamic Subcarrier Allocation 
eNodeB LTE base-station 
EVM Error Vector Magnitude 
F/M Fixed /Mobile [convergence] 
FDM Frequency Division Multiplexing  
FEC Forward Error Correction 
FFT Fast Fourier Transform 
FTTH Fiber-to-the-Home 
FWM Four-Wave Mixing 
GPON  Gigabit per second PON  
HARQ Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request 
I/Q In-phase and Quadrature-phase  
IF Intermediate Frequency 
IFFT Inverse Fast Fourier Transform 
IM Intensity Modulation 
IM Intensity Modulation 
IP Internet Protocol 
ISD Inter Site Distance 
L1, L2, L3 Network Levels: Metro, Distribution, Drop 
LO Local Oscillator 
LRPA Long-Reach Photonic Access 
LR-PON Long-Reach PON 
LTE Long-Term Evolution Mobile Access Standard 
MAC Multiple Access Control 
MCO Main Central Office 
MCO Main Central Office 
MDF Main Distribution Frame 
MIMO Multiple-In, Multiple Out 
MME Mobility management entity 
m-QAM m-constellation Quadrature–Amplitude-Modulation 
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MZM Mach-Zehnder Modulator 
NF Noise Figure 
NGA Next Generation Access 
NodeB UMTS base-station 
NRAs National Regulatory Authorities  
OAM Operation and Maintenance 
OBI Optical Beat Interference 
OBSAI Open Base Station Architecture Initiative 
ODF Optical Distribution Frame 
ODN Optical Distribution Network 
OFDM Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 
OLT Optical Line Termination 
OMI Optical Modulation Index 
ONU Optical Network Unit (GPON, EPON, …) 
OP operator 
OPEX Operational Expenditure 
OSNR Optical Signal-to-Noise Ration 
OSSB Optical Single-Side-Band 
OTDR Optical Time Domain Reflectometry 
OTL Optical Trunk Link (metro) 
PHY Physical Layer 
PIN pin-Photodiode 
PLOAM Physical Layer Operation and Management 
PS Power Splitter 
PtP Point-to-Point 
QoS Quality-of-Service 
RE Reach Extender 
RF Radio Frequency 
RNC Radio Node Controller 
RoF [analogue] Radio over Fiber 
RRH Remote radio Head 
RRU Remote Radio Unit 
RTT Round-Trip-Time 
SAE GW System Architecture Evolution [LTE] Gateway  
SDSCA Sequential Dynamic Subcarrier Allocation 
SFP Small Form-Factor Pluggable 
S-GW Serving gateway 
SLA Service Level Agreement 
SMC Super Metro Center 
SMCO Super-Metro Central-Office 
SME Small or Medium Enterprise 
SMP significant market power 
SOA Semiconductor Optical Amplifier 
SRS Stimulated Raman Scattering 
TCP Transmission Control Protocol 
TDM Time Division Multiplexing 
TDMA Time Division Multiple Access 
TDMoE Time-division- Multiplex over Ethernet 
UHF Ultra-High Frequencies (300MHZ – 3GHz) 
US Upstream 
VCSEL Vertical Cavity Surface-Emitting Laser 
VLAN Virtual Local Area Network 
VoIP Voice-over-IP 
WDM1r revised version Overlay Coupler  
WiMAX Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access 
XGPON1 10Gbps PON specification G987, 10/2.5 Gbps 
xPON Collective term for PON system specification 


